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'It's in the game' at UCF-affiliated EA Sports program
NATALIE ZFAT
Contributing Writer

A UCF-affiliated gaming
academy, now in its final stages
of construction, will be accepting enrollment applications by
the end of February and will be
open for classes this August.
The Florida Interactive
Entertainment Academy, a
post-baccalaureate finishing
school for students with
degrees in a technical area,
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t
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plans to admit between 20 and from other video gaming
50 students for the fall and schools by "simulating the
expects 300 students by fall workplace at a level never
. attempted,'' Mike Moshell, the
2006.
The total cost for the 16- division head of the School of
month, four-term program is Film and Digital Media, said
estimated at $40,000.
Wednesday during a presentaStudents will be recruited tion at UCF's Downtown Cennationwide to work in five spe- ter.
cific teams: modeling, animaThe academy is a partnertion, technical artistry, soft- ship between UCF and Elecware design and production tronic Arts Inc., the United
States' largest video game promanagement.
FIEA plans to set itself apart ducer, well-known for sports-

related games like the Madden
NFL Football series.
Instead of presenting ~tu
dents with a traditional classroom setting with desks and
chairs, the FIEA will supply
students with a modern EA
workstation; a cubicle complete with an individual desk
and the latest in computer
technology.
Moshell said he believes
that offering students an
office-like atmosphere will

allow them to use their cre- UCF for $1 a year for the next
ative skills to their full poten- 40 years. City officials said
tial and will thoroughly pre- they hope this move will help
pare them for an actual job rejuvenate the downtown area.
with a gaming company.
Although the Expo Centre
"Our goal is that 100 percent is not completely renovated, it
of our graduates are fought is already occupied by .stuover for employment," Moshell , dents from the UCF School of
said.
Film and Digital Media who
The Orlando City Council began their four semester visuagreed to lease the former al-language program this
downtown Expo Centre, hope month.
of the FIEA, formerly known as
the downtown Expo Centre, to
PLEASE SEE VIDEO-GAMING ON A2

Senate chief
declines bid
for top role
Sean Lavin decides not
to throw his hat in ring
MARK JUSTICE
Staff Writer
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To the surprise of Student Government
Association insiders and close supporters,
Speaker of the SGA Senate Sean Lavin
announced Saturday that he will not
seek the job of student body president.
In a statement to
the Future, Lavin,
who was expected
to run as a candidate for the United
UCF party, said,
"Despite the outpouring of support
and encouragement from my friends and
colleagues, I have decided I cannot abandon my responsibilities to the Senate that I
have come to love!'
The speaker's decision not to run has
United UCF - one ofthe three major political parties at UCF - looking for another
candidate to endorse for the top SGA position with the three-day window for declaring candidacies opening tomorrow.
"If Sean ran for president, he would do
an amazing job; however, he does have a
responsibility to the UCF student body and
to the 37th Senate as speaker;' Arts and Sciences Sen. Darrah Winkler said. "By not
running, he shows his love and dedication
PLEASESEE

UNITEDUCF ON A6

SGA official
clellred of all

wrongdoing
Senate votes against
·· launching an inquiry
KATE HOWELL
Senior StaffWriter

Bryan Council, a Student Government
Association official. faces no more charges
( of malfeasance following an SGA Senate
committee's decision to thrown out an affidavit that accused him of wrongdoing.
In a 3-5 vote, the Senate's Legislative and
f
Judicial Rules Committee ruled last Thursday that an affidavit filed against Council,
who is chairman of the Senate's Activity
< and Service Fee Committee, will not go to
the floor of the Senate.
The affidavit alleged that Council violated the state Sunshine Law by proceeding
, with a Dec. 16 ASF Committee meeting
"informally" despite the fact that notice of
the meeting was never posted
Earlier this month the LJR Committee
' indefinitely postponed a similar affidavit
brought by former Sen. Kevin O'Grattan
that accused Council of general n®igence,
including the incident in which the meeting
f
was not advertised
Much of the debate at Thursday's meet~

.

PLEASE SEE
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Upperclassmen get chance to live in luxury in new on-campus apartments
COURTNEY SUTTON
Staff Writer

Students who missed the Jan.15 deadline
for housing have a second chance to live on~pus - in luxury.
· · A posh, seven-story high-rise apartment
building, near the Arena, will be available
this fall to house 500 students.
Open-house meetings were held last
week for anyone interested in moving in.
The on-campus complex is now accepting
applications, but is about 50 percent full.
Though there's no specific deadline, housing
units will go-on a first-come, first-serve basis.

Four different layputs are/available, varying from one-bedroom, one-bath efficiencies - the first oftheir kind on campus - to
four-bedroom, four-bath apartments. The
apartments come standard with a full
kitchen and access to washers and dryers on
every floor.
According to Triscia Panarello, special
projects coordinator for the Department of
Housing and Residence Life, some residents
on the top floor will even be able to see
downtown Orlando from their windows.
The massive undertaking is under construction next to the Arena on the north side
of campus. Along with housing, the project

also offers residents a private-parking garage
where they can elect to purchase their own
dedicated parking space;
Unlike the other on-campus facilities,
students are required to sign an 11-and-a-half
month lease to live in the apartments,
instead of being forced to move out during
breaks. '
Panarello explained the additional housing provides upperclassmen with "the
opportunity to move into a place on campus
where they will experience all of the convenience and amenities associated with it,
PLEASE SEE

PRIVACY ON A9

UCF's first high-rise apartments are being built next to the Arena. Top, the whole complex; middle, the construction zone and bottom, a conceptual drawing of the completed structure.

Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community

Fine arts lecture
Internationally recognized
contemporary artist Karen
Kunc will speak at 10 a.m. today
in the Art Gallery in the Visual
Arts Building.
· For more information, contact Ryan Burkhart at 407-8234996.

Video-gaming academy joins
two similar U.S. institutions

Bum the fat
The Wellness Center is
holding an orientation at 11:30
a.m. Tuesday for students seeking to lose weight.
For more information, contact the Campus Wellness Center at 407-823-5841.

We want you!

.

The Student Health Advisory Council of UCF is seeking
new members at 6 p.m. Tuesday in the Campus Wellness
Center classroom..
For more information, contact Jillian Weissman at 407823-5841 or e-mail gilligan456@aol.com.

Black History Month
The African American Student Union presents the opening ceremonies for Black History Month at 11 a.m.
Wednesday.
For more information, email Mackenzie Jordan or
Leeona
Persaud
at
msc@mail.ucf.edu.
.

Silver screening
CAB presents · Donnie
Darko, a movie featuring Jake
Gyllenhall and Drew Barrymore at 8 p.m. Wednesday in
the Cape Florida Ballroom Stu-;
dent Union, Room 316.
For more information, contact Henry Petit at 407-8236471.

Wide world of sports
SGA will host the Second
Annual Sports Expo at 11 a.m.
Wednesday in the Pegasus
Ballroom Student Union.
The Expo features local
teams like the Orlando Magic
and Orlando Predators.
For more information, contact Shannon Fo~ at 407-8232191.

You're getting sleepy ...
Hypnotist Tom DeLuca
comes to UCF at 8 p.m. Thursday in the Pegasus Ballroom
St;udent Union.
·
For more information, contact Diana Perry at 407-8236471.

Spike Lee screening
The Spike Lee Film Festival
will show 4 Little Girls at 7 p.m.
Thursday in the Welcome Center Auditorium. The screening
is free to students.
For more information, con. tact Mary Price at 407-823-4195.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

•

Voting begins in Iraq's first free
election in a half-century
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraqis
voted Sunday in their country's first free election in a halfcentury and insurgents made
good on threats of violence,
launching a deadly suicide
bombing and mortar strikes at
several polling stations across
Iraq. Just hours after polls
opened, at least two policemen were killed and several
people were wounded
Witnesses said three other
people were wounded when a
rocket or mortar landed near a
polling station in Sadr City, the
heart of Baghdad's Shiite Muslim community.
The election is a major test
ofPresident Bl,lSh's goal ofpromoting democracy in the Middle East. If successful, it also
could hasten the day when the
United States brings home its
150,000 soldiers.
Voters nationwide began
trickling past police guards
and heavy security into
schools and other buildings
converted into polling centers.
There were no signs ofvoting in the Sunni Muslim
stronghold cities of Fallujah
and Ramadi. Sunni extremists,
fearing victory by the Shiites,
have called for a boycott,
claiming no vote held under·
U.S. military occupation is
legitimate. •

Above, a conceptual drawing of what the inside of the renovated Expo Center will look. Though most of the major renovation will be complete by tomorrow, the inside is still being worked on.
Some film professors have already moved into thl! Expo Center. Students are expected to start dasses by August, where they'll work with Electronic Arts employees to create video games.

Winter weather shuts down highways in Southeast

FROM Al

ATLANTA- Freezing rain
and sleet coated parts of the
Southeast with a layer of ice
Satµrday, canceling hundreds
of airline flights, knocking out
power to thousands of customers and shutting down sections of every interstate highway in the metro Atlanta area.
Three weather-related traffie deaths were reported, two
in Georgia and one in South
Carolina.
At
Hartsfield-Jackson
Atlanta International Airport,
only one of the four runways
was open for much of the ·day.
The airport's
atrium
became a campground for
hundreds of stranded travelers
after airlines canceled 49
departures and 147 arrivals.

Only two schools in the nation have
similar programs to the FIEA: Carnegie
Mellon in Pittsburgh and the University
of Southern California in Los Angeles.
State and local officials hope the academy, which received a $4.2 million grant
from the Florida Legislature, will convince EA to increase job opportunities for
the many game developers in the Central
Florida area.
"FIEA is the academy for those creative, innovative students with a fouryear degree who are ready to go into tlie
gaming world," Moshell said.
Sophomore Matthew London, 20, a

Helping hands
Thirty volunteer agencies
will be outside the Student
Union at noon Thursday for a
Volunteer Expo.
For more information, contact Tracy at 407-823-6471.

COURTESY JO.HN NAOAEU

Nation &World

film major at UCF, said he believes the
success of this program could drastically
.change the Central Florida workforce.
"UCF is one of the few schools in the
country that is focusing on interactive
entertainment, and UCF is part of an even
smaller minority focusing on interactive
narrative," London said.
·~ co-op with an industry leader like
EA games could give our school notoriety
and help us make advancements in the
field."
Moshell explained that FIEA is not
only looking for students with computer
science degrees, but also for students
with art, design, production management
and digital media degrees.

Students who complete the programs
will be given graduate certificates instead

of master's degrees.
"We're trying to develop a culture that
emulates a video game company," Chris
Murray associate director of the FIEA
said.
Murray added that instructors for the
program are being recruited from a series
of game developers conferences, computer graphics conventions and universities.
Murray said he predicts the teachers
will include EA employees and a range of
university professors. The professors will
be recruited from all over the nation, and
will not necessarily re-locate UCF digital
media professors.

l:J€F beauty queens never grow old
it
year,
housed a
Miss East
Orange
and was
visited
by not
SHANNON BENNETT
Staff Writer
only Miss
Florida, but Miss AmeriIt may hurt any hopeful co- ca 1969, Judith Ford.
The Future article covering
ed's self esteem knowing that
she, as a UCF student, is Miss Florida's visit records
among
crowd of ladie's that she "was awarded several
ranked in the Top 10 by Play- souvenirs from FTU [present
boy Magazine, and, on top of day UCF] including a stuffed
that, must entertain the possi- . dog, a key to the university and
bility that she might pass a for- an official campus guide's hat."
The first issue of the Future
mer Miss America this afterannounced a recurring colnoon in the Student Union.
UCF isn't new to its reputa- umn that was referred to as the
tion of housing beautiful "feature female" of the week. It
women. Throughout the years, was ·eventually renamed to
scores of ladies have passed "Orange Blossom." In this colthrough the university with umn a different girl was selectboth the brains to earn a ed each week for her beauty,
degree and the looks to land a and then featured with a picture and a short description
crown. ,
In.fact, within UCF's first which resembles a modern

History reveals
school's penchant
for pretty faces

a

on a page in the Future with
day single's ad.
The descriptions would their sponsoring fraternity listinclude age, an unblushing ed below.
On April 22, 1969, the uniadmittance of height and
weight, hair color, eye color, versity hosted its own pageant,
and then things like hobbies, "MissFTU."
UCF has only altered its
favorite food and favorite
color. "Orange Blossoms" means of showing off its ladies.
included one of the first FTU
In fact, far from the
majorettes, and a girl who attempts of January · 1970,
claimed to have founded the prompting· ladies to enter a
"Best-Dressed College · Girl"
surfing club.
According to the 1968 contest for Glainour magazine,
Future, the article was UCF is now home to women
"designed to acquaillt girls and beautiful enough to attract the
guys with each other." It may attention of the WB, impress
have worked, with a class of Playboy with their clothes still
on, and of course, feature its
onlyl,500.
The university would own Miss America.
So, even though present day
throw dances - including a
Sadie Hawkins dance and a UCF women rr!ight not be all
Spring Fling - . and crown that different from the first
Orange Blossom - Miss Nicoqueens.
Fraternities were asked to lette Johnson, who admitted to
sponsor nominees, and before loving spare rib and butterflies
the dance, surrounded by the - they seem to have matured
petals of an orange blossom, a bit in how to draw attention
the candidates were pictured to themselves.

Youth hockey team bus hits
tractor-trailer in New York
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GENESEO, N.Y. - A charter bus hit a tractor-trailer in
western New York on Saturday,
splitting the bus in half and
killing four people: the truck
driver and three passengers.
The bus was carrying
members of a Canadian
women's youth hockey team
when it rear-ended the truck
. parked on the shoulder of
Interstate 390, about 27 miles ·
south of Rochester.
The truck driver was outside his rig at the time and died
instantly. None of the victims'
names were released
The bus was carrying 22
women's hockey players ranging in age from 17 to 20 years
old, as well as the players' parents and coaches. The Windsor Wil9-cats had played a
game earlier Saturday and
were on their way to a ski
resort.
PLEASE SEE
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Discounts for UCF Students!
Professional.Eye Care· Contact Lens Exams
Bob Yip, O.D. and Associates, P.A.
Waterford Lakes Town Center
· 325 N. Alafaya . Trail

M·Sat: 9:30 a.m. -8 p.m.
Sun: 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Services Offered

Waxing • Nails • Facials
Tanningcomingsoon!
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 66 MONTHSI

J

see sales person for details.

2004 NEW
BEETLE GL

2004 GOLF GL

)

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much
More!

BUY S239

P/Windows,· P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise,
Cass, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless
Remote, Alarm and Much More! ·

TURBO DIESELS
AVAILABLE
0% financing for 66 months. WA.C, tax, tag and fees down.
.
See Salesperson fordetails.
PER MONTH

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

.• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

2005 JETTA GL

2004 All New GTI

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise,
Keyless Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player
and Much' More!

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much
More!

TURBO DIESELS
AVAILABLE
0% financing for 66 months. WA.C, tax, tag and fees down.
See Salesperson for details. ·· ·.
PER MONTH

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

1

LEASE FOR

ucNrrn~TrAx · . ••ssa1 waooNs
$274 FOR
48 MONTHS ARE NOW HERE!

)

BUY S2aa

PER MONTH

BIG SELECTION!

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment,
0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

HUGE.SElECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY
MODElS AVAllABlE! HURRY WHllE THEY lAST!

2005 NEW BEETLE GLS
CONVERTIBLE

2005 ALL NEW.
PASSAT GLS

Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, ,
Alarm Pwr Pk~ Monsoon, Sunroof, Alloys .
and Much More!

1

rmm

TURBO DIESELS ·
AVAILABLE ' ·
0% financing for 66 months. WA.C, tax, tag and fees down.
·
See Salesperson for details.
.

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much
More!

· *Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment,
0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

GoToolessl
.30 To Choose From
*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment,
0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
·• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv

PER MONTH

.

.

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. Leasing W.A.C. thru VWC. Expires 2/28/05

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
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TIME
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Higher Education
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Three defendants charged in
death to be tried together
MOSCOW, Idaho The three principal defendants charged in the shooting death of a University of
Idaho football player will
be tried together in May.
Second District Judge
John
Bradbury
of
Grangeville ordered the
trial Friday.
Brothers Matthew R.
Wells, 27, and James J.
Wells, 25, both of Seattle,
are charged with first~
degree murder in the Sept.
19 shooting deat,h of Eric
McMillan.
Their nephew, Thomas
Riggins, 23, of Kent, Wash.,
is charged with conspiracy
and being a principal to the
murder.
Each is being held in the
Latah County Jail, and all
were seeking separate trials.
McMillan, 19, was shot
in the chest at his Moscow
apartment.

Millions in tuition stolen from
hundreds of nursing students
SALT LAKE CITY - A
nursing school cited for
illegally collecting tuition
may have cheated hundreds more students out of
millions more than investigators had previously
thought.
The state has cited the
academy for charging students upfront for its tutoring program - a violation
of state law - and fined
the school $92,000.
The students paid in
advance for classes they
expected would lead to
nursing degrees from New
York's Excelsior College.
Students said that when
Excelsior
increased
entrance
requirements
they sought refunds, but
the academy stalled.
On Thursday, Utah
Division of Consumer Protection officials initiated
the paperwork to shut
down the school.

Fraternity members steal
newspaper to hide report
LITTLE ROCK - Four
members of a fraternity
returned thousands of
stolen newspapers to a student media office and apologized for taking the
copies in an attempt to
quash publicity about a
semester-opening party at
which a teenage girl suffered possible alcohol poisoning.
The members of the
Sigma Chi fraternity at
Arkansas State University
admitted taking 3,000
copies of The Herald, the
campus newspaper at
Arkansas State University's
Jonesboro campus, according to Jory Taylor, the fraternity's
international
director of chapter devel- ·
opment in Evanston, Ill.
The parent organization
also directed the four to
apologize .;ind pay the $745
needed to reprint and distribute the copies.
The four have ·not been
charged with a ~rime.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Orfanffo 's On(i} '{1scafe Ve_Jas .St:Jfe f.ou»J~
'Mf!J-#11
ANDREW PARSONS I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Counting officials for The Independent Electoral Commission start counting the Ballot Papers·
in a polling station in the centre of Az Zubayr, Iraq, yesterday. Iraqis voted yesterday.
FROM

A2

Likely passage for bill
seeking to eliminate abortions
NEW YORK - The abortion bill most likely to become
federal law this year would
affect a relatively small number
of pregnant teens, yet its impact
on them could be dramatic
sharply reducing the options for
girls in many states who dread
telling their parents of their
plight.
Supporters and opponents
each offer vivid worst-case scenarios in debating the bill. It

Week in Health
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter

America is the leader in STI rate
Rates of death and disability
attributed to sexual behavior
and its related diseases are three
times higher in the United States
than in other developed nations,
accordingto a recent study.
The researchers found that
20 million Americans suffered
from adverse effects related to
sexual activity - infection,
infertility and abortion - in
1998 and nearly 30,000 of them
died as a result of these adverse
effects during the same year.
· The study points out that
women are "most severely
affected" by sexual activity and
account for about 62 percent of
health problems associated with
sexual activity. Cervical cancer
and AIDS-related causes are the
leading causes of death among
women, while AIDS-related
causes are the leading cause of
death among men.
Researchers also found out
that 45 million Americans suffer
from genital herpes and 20 million have human papillo:µiavirus, the primary cause of
cervical cancer. They believe
"health burden related to sexual
behavior is unlikely to decline
rapidly in the coming years," but
they hope to raise public's
awareness of this problem. ''.All
of it is totally preventable, and .
that's the message," said the lead
author of the study. .

Bird flu on the rise in Vietnam
Vietnam has had 11 cases of
bird flu in humans in the past
month; most of the victims have
stayed in critical condition or
have died.
1\velve people have also died
in Thailand Thailand and Vietnam are the only two countries
hit by bird flu and are planning

would outlaw transporting a
minor across state lines to
obtain an abortion in order to
evade parental consent or notification laws in the girl's home
state.
The bill's advocates evoke
the image of a girl being impregnated by an abusive older man
who then drives them to an outof-state abortion clinic so the
girl's parents and the authorities
won't find out about a relationship that might have been illegal
because of age differences.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

to hold a conference to share
their experience in fighting the
disease.
Since the spread ofbird flu in
December 2003, more than
800,000 poultry have been
culled and the agriculture ministry has placed strict rules on
transporting fresh poultry out of
the 28 infected cities and
provincesofVietnam.

British group finds weed dangerous
A British mental health charity, Rethink, believes smoking
cannabis may cause psychosis in
people at risk of mental health
and has asked for an investigation in this regard
The charity points out that
there is strong evidence from
difference sources that use of
cannabis - long-term or shortterm - can trigger a psychotic
episode of schizophrenia in people who are at high risk of developing the disease.
The group has asked for a
long-term and well-funded campaign that publicizes the mental
health risks associated with
cannabis.
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Drastic dimate changes in future
Emissions of greenhouse
gases could cause the global
temperatures rise by up to 19.8
degrees Fahrenheit, according to
results from the world's largest
climate modeling experiment.
Scientists predict that there
will be a rise in Earth's temperature and the sea level if there are
no cuts in greenhouse gas emissions. They believe these
changes can lead to increased
flooding and drastic climate
changes.
To explore the possible
impact of global warming and to
process and collect these data,
95,000 people from 150 countries are taking part in the climateprediction.net experiment,
which is funded by Britain's Natural Environment Research
Council.
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Alabama sets stage to ban·
books for being too 'gay'
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Schools may drop taboo textbooks, plays from curriculum
GINA SCANLON

concerned with the proposal.
Barbara Alderman, a UCF
librarian, said: "It would
restrict access to information
for many people. Think of the
effort it would involve to interpret and classify all the many
books, media materials, journals, etc., that currently exist
and· are being created daily."
Some are worried that this
means classic works such as
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State lawmakers in Alabama are proposing a bill to cut
funding that would rid
libraries and communities of
books and plays with homo. sexual characters or themes.
The bill is one of the first
introduced to this year's
Alabama Legislature and
could be discussed when the
session begins Tuesday.
If the bill becomes popular
- like November's multiplestate banning of gay marriage
- it could pose a problem for
universities.
"The fact that this is taking
place in Alabama makes this
threat somewhat realistic, but
I would hope that something
like this could never happen,''
said Peter Gaspar, 19, the vice
president of the UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union. "It makes me sick to
my stomach."
Alabama State Rep. Gerald
Allen, who sponsored the
state ban on gay marriage last
year, has the backing of President George W. Bush on the .
issue. He has already paid at
least five visits to the White
House where the two have discussed the bill in detail.
The proposal would ban
the use of state funds to purchase any books or other
materials that promote homosexuality or present it as natural or normal.
During a press conference
on the removal of books that
met the ban's criteria, Allen, a
Republican, said, "We dig a big
hole and dump them in and.
bury them."
This proposal may challenge the Bill of Rights specifically the First Amendment - which allows freedom
of speech and freedom of the
press.
Librarians are especially

"This isn't a
question of
artistic or
cultural value.
It's an attack on
a large group
of people."
- KELLY HOULD

THEATER MAJOR

The Color Purple and Tennessee Williams' Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof will be seen as corrupt.
"If books - any books are banned from the curriculum and libraries, then it
makes changing people s perspectives on ·sexuality more
difficult," said UCF English
Associat.e I>rofessor Martha
Marinara, who teaches Queer
and Lesbian Studies. "The best
method for learning tolerance
is through art, film and literature ... It would make it even
more difficult than it already is
to disseminate my work." .
Some students expressed
distaste at the proposal. "It's
absolutely ridiculous," UCF
theater management major
Kelly Hould said. "It violates
1

l;>asic rights of the gay community and, more importantly,
citizens of the United States ...
This isn't a question of artistic
or cultural value. It's an attack
on a large group of people, and .
it's discrimination."
If the bill passed, theater
students like Hould would be
restricted from performing
certain materials. "You can't
just tell a theater student one
day that he/she can't do Cat on
a Hot Tin Roof," Hould, 19,
said.
Questioned on where the
line will be drawn, Allen said:
"The current draft of the bill
does not address how that is
going to be handled. Literature
like Shakespeare and Hamlet
could be left alone."
Larry Spalding, legislative
counsel for the American Civil
Liberties ·union of Florida,
said: "The ACLU is opposed to
censorship in general. We particularly oppose censorship in
centers of learning such as
libraries, public schools and
universities."
Others disagree with
Allen's intentions based on a
realistic standpoint.
Junior theater major Giancarlo Damipni said: "Whether
this man likes it or not, homosexuality exists. Plays don't
necessarily glamorize it; they
create awareness to the reality
that's actually going on. And
there are a very small percentage of plays that even present
it at all. It's exposed more on ·
television and in the movies."
Not all Republicans agree
with the bill. "It's a little bit
extreme,'' Chris Gerrard, executive director of the UCF College Republicans, said. "As a
government we should not be
limiting information that we
view and read, students especially. If we can't learn about
the different people in society,
then we can never accept
·them."
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Jumbo Wings
Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone
5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ..................... .. .............. 3.99
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ....................................6.49 .
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) .....•......................... ..... 8.99
· 20 (1 or 2 Flavors, 1 Ranch)......................... 11.99
30 (1 or 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch). ........................ 17.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) ......................27.99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) ...................... 37.99
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch).: ..................47.99
Add Celery .... . .. ... . . ..... . ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ....... ... .......... .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch... .... ....... ............ .69
Add fries to any Wing order .... ....................... 1.99

Buffalo Wing Basket
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Chick~n Sandwiches,
Chicken Finger Sandwiches
& 1/2 Pound Burgers
served wfWedge Fries•
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•substitutions available for
an additional charge

Lettuce, Tomato, Onion,
Mustard, Mayo, Ketchup &
Pickle Spear on the side

Pick your Sandwich
Grilled Chicken Breast· Fried Chicken Breast• 1/2 lb Burger

Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors

Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $.99

(10 Wings, Ranch· & Wedge Fries)

Fresh Chicken Salads
Pick your Salad
Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried Chicken Breast

Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our
25 flavors

Pick your Dressing
Blau Cheese, Ranch , Honey
Mustard, Lite Italian

Chicken Fingers
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10 (1 Flavor) ................................................. 11.99
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50 (Up to 3 Flavors) ....................................47.99

Wedge Fries ................ ReguJar 1.99
......................................Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries ................Regular 2.99
......................................Jumbo 4.49
Beer Battered Onion Rings .................Regular 2.29
............................................................Jumbo 3.79
Mozzarella Sticks (5) ...................................... .4.49
Fried Mushrooms ............................................ .4.49
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery ......................... 99
Garden Salad ................................................. 4.49
....................................................... 2.49
Side Salad

Kid'z Menu
5 Wings & Wedge Fries...................................5.49
3 Chciken Fingers & Wedge Fries...................5.49

Soft Drinks
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Cans ..........................................99
2-Liter ............................., ........2.49

Chicken Finger Basket
5Fingers & Wedge Fries.................................7.49

Cheesecake. ............................. 2.49
Brownies................................... 1.49
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Senator said his complaint should
Count more since he's in office
FROM A1

ing centered on whether the
two affidavits were noticeably different
Sen. Josh Edmundson,
who filed the most recent
complaint, felt it held more
weight, since he is a current
senator who sits on the ASF
Conunittee with Council.
"No motion is in order
that has been previously disapproved,''
said
Sen.
Matthew Fisher, chairman
of the LJR Committee,
explaining the need to clarify the affidavit.
Edmundson defended
his charge, saying, "a.specific law was broken."
. However, Deputy Pro
Tempore Evan Rosenberg
insisted that the hearing was
the very essence of double
jeopardy. "[It's the] same
instance, different wording,"
hesaid
Fisher countered that
LJR Committee meetings do
not qualify as trials and
added that Edmundson's
affidavit was filed on
grounds that there was a
meeting conducted, whereas O'Grattan's affidavit
focused on the failed posting as part of general negligence charges.
Council was not present
at the meeting; however,
Student Body President
President Kevin Peters was
there on his behal£
Peters said he was disappointed with Edmundson's
handling of the situation,
calling his actions "absurd"
and the affidavit "repetitious." He went on to warn
the assembled senators that
"impeachment is not to be
taken lightly!'
The committee agreed to

"If we really
want to do the
right thing we
should bring
this into new
business and
vote it down."
- JASON YOE PP
SGA SENATOR

rule decisively on the affidavit to send a clear message to the student body and
the rest of SGA
"If we really want to do
the right thing by Mr. Council, we should bring this into
new business and vote it
down,'' said Sen. Jason
Yoepp.
Sen. Ravi Todi agreed.
"I'd like to take a clear
stand,'' he said
Despite debate on
whether the Dec.16 meeting
was, as Rosenberg put it,
"neglect of duty or a bad
judgment call,'' the purpose
of the meeting was to decide
whether the affidavit had
enough merit to warrant an
investigation by the Senate.
Though close, the ruling
made it clear that any investigations into Council's
action were over and that no
action will be taken by the
Senate. ~
Council could not be
reached by the Future for
comment.

Senate foots bill for food,
slashes budget for activists
KATE HOWELL
Senior Staff Writer

"Fiscally conservative" was
the Senate watchword on
Thursday as mem,bers cut a
political action group's travel
bill and passed another bill allotting $3,000 for food at Senate
meetings.
It is highly unusual to cut a
bill's funding on ~e third reading. Nevertheless, this is what
the Senate did (at a vote of 3725)to funding for UCF's Natioruil
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws chapter to
attend its annual conference in
San Francisco. The bill was cut
from $3,600 to $2,900.
The reasoning behind the cut
was a need for conservative
spending. Earlier in the meeting,
SGA Comptroller Nick Merolle
warned the senators that if they
didn't slow down spending,
they'd be out of money by the
end of next month.
Despite this, some senators
felt that NORML was being
judged on its politics and not its
finances. Sen. Matt DeVlieger
pointed out that the category of
political and social activism has
only received 4.6 percent of this
year's total allocations - in
other words, $165,507 out of a
budget of more than $9 million.
The Senate thoroughly
grilled members of NORML
and Sen. Joshua Edmundson,
who introduced the bill, about
NORML's mission and political
leaning.
Sen. Victor Perez was ' especially vocal in his dislike of the

group, stating several times that
he didn't think the SGA should
pay for "people to smoke pot."
Perez also said that by funding
this bill SGA would be endorsing marijuana.
SGA first voted 37-25 to reject
the bill completely. However,
after Edmundson reconsidered
his vote and began accepting
amendments, the bill passed
easily, albeit $700 short of the
original amount.
Edmundson said NORML
will take 16 members to San
Francisco "no matter what."
Immediately after slashing
NORML's funding from the registration and travel fund the
Senate passed Bill 37-26 to allocate $3,000 from the Senate
working fund for food over the
course of five Senate meetings.
The bill states that the food will
bl=! used to "promote a more positive environment in the Senate
chambers."
, Deputy Pro Tempore Kelly
Travis expressed concern over
the bill. She said food at meetings has not proved especially
successful in luring students to
attend in the past. 'We're spending $3,000 to feed the 20 people
back there and us,'' Travis said.
She suggested either going to
the effort of publicizing free
food or reducing the amount.
Her suggestions were mostly
ignored as the senators made
jokes about how hungry_they
were and how malnourished
Senate Speaker Sean Lavin
looked. The meeting's minutes
includes a long list of "hungry
senators."
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UnitedUCF wants to endorse someone
FROM A1

to the job."
Sen. Chris Shon was surprised to hear
the news, and termed it "bittersweet"
"I served with Lavin on 0-Team, and he
was always ambitious about running,"
Shon said
He continued: ''.Although I am disappointed Sean will not run for president, I
am excited to continue working with him
<;m Senate and to see what great things he
has in store for us there!'
Members of Lavin's potentially
strongest support base - the freshman he
mentored during summer orientations are also disappointed
Since they met during orientation,
freshman Davin Homan has often turned
to Lavin for advice. "Sean should definitely run for president," Homan said "When I

met him at orientation, he was not only
concerned with my schedule and classes,
but also helped me get through tough emotional times. He became a friend ... Sean
cares."
Lavin, 20, is one of the youngest students to head the Senate. "I had always
planned to run for president this year, but
the unique opportunity arose for me to
become speaker of the Senate," he said "I
just wouldn't feel right jumping ship
halfway through my term!'
Lavin summarized his decision by saying, "I've set aside my ambitions for the
presidency to better serve the students of
UCF.
"Drawing from that same concern, I
will be working hard to make sure we elect
a president with the integrity and experience others were hoping I would have
brought to the office!'

Scott Swetnam, DVM
Chief of Staff

Jacquelin~

Narayansingh, DVM
Veterinarian

Running for office?
Though no one could officially declare their candidacy for
· student body president prior to press time due to SGA regulations, at least three students have picked up the forms necessary
to run.
Pavan Talakala, currently working on a research project in
Texas, was collecting signatures with Winward Truitt-who ran
for Senate last year and lost in the run-off - as his vice president. Talakala, agraduate student, has run for president for the
last two years.He is afounder ofthe United Student Association.
Willie Bentley, Jr., the current student body vice president,
has collected the 500 signatures needed to run for president. He
is running with McClain Woolsey, who is the current SGA director
of Governmental Affairs.
Also seen collecting signatures was the duo of current Sens.
Keith Rea and Josh Edmundson. Rea is one of the longest-standing senators, running uncontested last year. Edmundson was a
member of the Progressive Council and the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws. Rea is afounder of the
Golden Ticket and Edmundson ran for Senate under United UCF.
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MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Aplaque and bench near the Memory Mall were dedicated to Mark Dogoli, a 1980s SGA vice president who helped create the Student Union.
Dogoli died of cancer a year ago. SGA officials have declared Jan. 28 to be Mark Dogoli Day, to recognize his 'inspiration of excellence.'
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Former SGA vice president
remembered for his serViCe
MARK JUSTICE
StaffWriter
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Mor.phoplex XTREMEJM,. with its key ingredients, will enhance your body and build stronger muscles.
Morphoplex XTREMPM is for everyday people who want to look and feel better. Whether you're an active adult
or a professional athlete, Morphoplex XTREME™ is for you. It will help you with all activities ranging from. but
not limited to; running, swimming, biking, weightlifting, participating in team sports, at your job, or even sexual
activities. With its BCAA's, Morphoplex™ will help those on a low carb diet by maintaining lean muscle through
Morphoplex XTREME's ™ tissue sparing properties. Friends and family will begin to notice a physical difference
of a.more pronounced, lean, muscular appearance when your taking Morphoplex™. It also contains catalysts
· which increase physical performance and anabolic activity, therefore increasing muscle size and strength. As an
ergogenic aid, MorphoplexT1.1 may increase and enhance sexual performance through the secretion of sex
steroids in both male and females. Morphoplex™ is to be used in conjunction with everytype of physical activity ~
such as running, cycling, weight training and the workout of life with your partner.

_L-earn more @

t1tt p:! / \¥'vvvt1 .. morptlop-t-ex.. com; ·
(Warning: Morphoplex XTREME is not intended for those with gout.)
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Students, faculty and alumni gathered Friday evening to
pay tribute to the memory of
former Student .Government
Association vice president Dr.
Mark Dogoli, who died in his
sleep one year ago at the age of
33.
Most UCF students have
never heard of Dogoli,
although arguably he did more
for this campus than any other
SGA official.
Dogoli is perhaps best
known for working to make
the Student Union a reality
and lobbying the government
to assure that UCF received
the state funding it deserved.
·Ana Handshuh, the alumna
who organized the event,
recalled, "He was very passionate, and always rallying the ·
students to go to Tallahassee
and lobby."
The ceremony brought
together old friends who were
sad to acknowledge Dogoli's
passing, but eager to celebrate
the person he was. SGA Vice
President Willie Bentley, Jr.,
SGA Senate Speaker Sean
Lavin and Senate President

Pro Tempore Mark White taken up biking had it not been
for Dogoli's influence.
joined them.
Perhaps a greater impact
Lavin presented the crowd
with a resolution declaring Jan. that Dogoli had on her life was
28 Mark Dogoli Day and refer- 'introducing her to her husring to him as "an inspiration band Brian Handshuh, another
of excellence" and "one who SGA member who worked
rose to the highest levels of with Dogoli.
Serving on opposing sides
accomplishment."
In addition to his contribu- of a divided SGA that current
tions to UCF, bogoli contin- UCF students can relate · to,
ued his education to become a Handshuh and her 1husband
doctor, and would later serve were encouraged to become ·
in a top position at Johns Hop- friends by Dogoii, who they
kins Hospital. Never one to be refer to as a "bridge" and a
confined to an office, Dogoli "great equalizer."
spent much of his career paraOther friends of Dogoli
chuting into remote parts of remembered his college nickthe world to bring them much name of "Big Dog" and
needed medical care. Outside explained it was not only a refof his professional life, Dogoli erence to his large frame, but
was an accomplished triath- also his "incredible presence."
Sen. White was impressed
lete.
As part of the memorial, a with the large group that
bench at the Memory Mall was attended, commenting that it
dedicated in Dogoli's honor, was "great so many people
with a plaque citing his "per- could all come together," and
fect combination of drive, fear- later that he "didn't realize the
lessness and humanity."
impact Mark had made until
Afterward, friends drank a attending the ceremony."
toast to Dogoli and shared stoThose Dogoli meant most
to have established a scholarries they remembered fondly.
Handshuh suggested that ship fund in his honor, with
Dogoli was always inspiring hopes that his memory will
someone in someway - she live on through other, similarly
. said she would never have accomplished students.
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You've been told you
need work experience
bef~re getting
your MBA.

How would
you score?

"That's not the case for the Early
Advantage MBA Program at Rollins
College CruQtmer Graduate
~chool of Business."
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fames Park, University of Florida 1998,
2000 MBA Rollins College Graduate
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Program Manager, Radiant Systems

Take a FREE practice test at
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The Rollins two-year Early Advantage
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no work experience.

Date: Saturday, February 26, 2005
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Finance, International Business,
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Location: University of Central Florida
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Most.Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily

'

c

• l 05 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Cable with Showtime
KRISTINA GRABNICKAS, ARNP-C

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• Limited Maid Service

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

•

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• Daily Housekeeping Service

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

• Pet Friendly
• High Speed Intern.et Access

WHERE IS TROPICAL FORD?
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IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO'

Almost everyone gets
headaches. You might feel
throbbing in the front of your
head during a cold or bout with
·the flu, for example. Or you
might feel pain in your temples
or at the back ofyour head from
a tension headache after a busy
day.
Most regular headaches produce a dull pain around the
front, top and sides of your
head, almost like someone
stretched a rubber band around
it.
A migraine is different. The
pain is often throbbing and on
one or both sides of the head.
People with migraines often
feel dizzy or sick to their stom-
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•

"

rrsTIME

'TO C£I.EBRATE
THE.NEW
!005'St
CALL USAT (407) 851-3800
OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT
WWW.TROPICAL FORD.COM

•

I have a headache that has
lasted for about a month-and-ahalfand it does not go away. I do
not know what to do. I have tried
taking medicine but it hardly
fades away.

ferently. Some people just don't
feel right. Light, sound or smell
may bother them or make them
feel worse. Sometimes they can
feel nauseated and vomit. Often
the pain begins only on one
side of the head.
Some people get auras, a
kind of warning that a migraine
is on the way. The most common auras include blurred
vision and seeing spots, colored
balls, jagged lines or bright or
flashing lights or smelling a certain odor. The auras may only
be seen in one eye.
Your health care provider
may ask you to keep a headache
diary to help figure out what
triggers the headaches.
Part of the treatment may
involve making certain changes
in your lifestyle - like changing your sleep patterns or
dietary habits, or avoiding certain stressors that trigger your
migraines.
· The best way to prevent
migraines is to learn what triggers your migraines and then
try to avoid these triggers.
Make a plan for all the things
you have to do - especially
during stressful times like final
exams or mid-terms - so you
don't feel overwhelmed when
things pile up. Regular exercise
can also reduce stress and make
you feel better. You can also try
lying down in a quiet, dark
room until the pain starts to go
away.
If you are experiencing
headaches or migraines please
call the Student Health Center
for an appointment to be evaluated by a provider.
E-mail your questions to
askadoc@mail.udedu

Privacy available with first
one""bedroom units on campus

9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TR.AIL
ORLANDO, FL 32837
'

1

UCF Health Services

achs. They may be sensitive to
light, noise or smells. In a few
people, migraines cap. also
cause auras, such as seeing
spots or halos, just before actually getting the headache.
· If you have migraines, you
are not alone. It is estimated
that 10 percent of young adults
in the United States get
migraines. Many scientists
believe that a migraine is
caused by narrowing and
expanding of the blood vessels
in the brain. There are ·also
many theories that the level of
certain chemicals in the brain
may affect the nerve system
that regulates pain.
Whatever the cause, certain
things can trigger a migraine.
For some, certain foods can
bring on a migraine. Others
. find that sleeping too long or
too little provokes a migraine
attack.
Some common triggers are:
•Stress
• Menstruation
• Skipping meals
• Too much caffeine
• Certain foods: cheese,
alcohol, chocolate, pizza, hot
dogs, yogurt, aspartame or
anything with MSG
• Sudden changes in weather
patterns or sleep patterns
•Smoking
•Travel
• Changes in hormone levels
Also, if one of your parents
gets migraines, you have a
greater chance of having these
types of headaches than someone who doesn't have a family
history of migraines.
Most migraines last from 30
minutes to six hours; some can
last a couple of days.
Every migraine begins dif-

Al

and they don't have to move out
until they graduate."
Though the project targets
upperclassmen, it may not be the
best deal for seniors. Radio and
television major Jimmy Skiles
was interested in living in the
new apartments but does not
want to pay for the summer after
he graduates. "Ifl were younger,
I would love to live there," he
said
R2isillg the standard for oncampus living does not come
cheap. The total cost of an ammal contract ranges from $7,392 to
$8,448. Add to that the $40 per
month it costs for a private-parking spot, and living on campus
could cost students · almost
$9,000 a year.
A 12-month lease at a fourbedroom, four-bathroom area
apartment (where the average
monthly cost is a little more than
' $500) would be less than $6,500
a year. '!bat cost includes most
traditional amenities.
''We tried to keep costs down
and get rid of the things that
. would nickel-and-dime [residents]," Panarello said. For
example, the apartments will not
include bathtubs in an effort help
cut costs.
Although a major project in

J

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Construction is still going on at the seven-story apartments near the UCF Arena.

itself, the apartments are only in
the first phase of a four-phase
development plan which ends
August2007.
The endeavor is temporarily
named the Convocation Center
Student Apartments, after the
plans for a 10,000-seat Convocation Centei; that will house
future graduations, basketball
games and between 60 and 100
entertainment events a year.
In addition, there will be
more apartments with room for
1,500 more residents. When fmished. the north side of campus
should resemble a scaled-down
version ofW'mter Park Village or
Disney's Celebration. For UCF,
that means the soon-to-be resi-

dential side of campus will be
infused with retail
According to Housing and
Residence Life, the developer
working on the project is pursuing certain brand names and
venues for the area based on the
results of focus-group studies.
Students that were polled
named several stores they would
like to see in the plan, including
Ron Jons and restaurants such as
Chili's and Outback Steakhouse.
The plan also includes a movie
theater.
''I think it's really exciting and
good for UCF," said math education major Dawn Aiello. ''I just
hope it won't segregate people
on the 'nicer' side of campus."

Student Government
Senate Allocations
12/01/04 to 12/31/04
Bill#

Organization Name

Purpose

Amount

Office Supplies
FA037-24

Psychological Society

Office Supplies

$75.00
Total

Office Supplies

$75.00

Registration

t

1

CRT37-13
CRT37-14
CRT37-16
CRT37-17
CRT37-18
CRT37-19
Sl337-03
SB37-05
SB37-09
SB37-14
SB3 7-15

fnstiMe of Transportation Engineers
John Ryan O'Rourke
Team Chiropractic Club
Alex Sigal
Scuba Dive Club
Steve Sotloff
Forensic Science Assn
Am Humanics Student Assoc.
Philosophical Society
Campus Crusade for Christ
Soc of Hispanic Prof Engineers

Annual Trans. Research Board Meeting
Conce11 Industry C'!nsortium
LifoSourcc Seminars
f'ield RL-search - Israel
Research Dive
_
Hillel Leadership Program - Israel
National C'onference in New Orleans
National Conference in Atlanta, OA
Meeting in Boston. MA
Atlanta Christmas Contereocc

National Conforencc Dalla~. TX

Total

"

Registration

$ 1,000.00
$250.00

$4'l2.00
$250.00
$480.00
$250.00
$5,700.00
$2,550.00
$1,200.00
$4,250.00
$5,400.00

$21,822.00

Senate Working 'Fund
', PA037-19
FA037-20
FAOJ7-" I
FA037-22
PA037-23

Am Soc of Mechanical Engineers
Am lnslitutc of Aeronautics and Astronautics

IEEE {Institute for Elec.& Electronic Engin.)
Forensic Science Assn
A&SF Meeting •

ollice computer

$700.00
Sl,000.00

Robot partS
1ntcrprelcr
·food for meeting

$1,000.00
$500.00

Office computer

$410.00

Total

Sen3te Working .Fund

Total

Speakers

$3,610.00

Speakers
.,.

' FA0.37-25

Digital Media Assoc.

animation nighrs

$500.00

$500.00

•
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Men end three-game losing streak
with a 60-57 win over Belmont
ANDY VASQUEZ
Staff Writer

Sometimes wins are ugly.
But they're still wins. Ugly wins do the job, especially when they help kill a three-game losing
streak.
Anthony Williams scored 10 points and grabbed
10 rebounds while the Knights' defense blocked
two shots in the final eight seconds as UCF held on
for a 60-57 victory on Saturday night at the UCF
Arena.
The win ended the Knights' losing streak and
moved UCF into a four-way tie for sixth place in
the A-Sun.
·
A lack of consistency has defined the season
· thus far for the Knights, and this game was no
exception. UCF lost a 10-point second-half lead and
allowed Belmont to stay in the game with some
sloppy play in the final mihutes.
Gary Johnson had two turnovers in the final 1:10,
• one of them leading to a Belmont lay-up that left
UCF with a 56-55 lead with :54 to play.
After two Johnson free throws, Belmont's Justin
Hare scored off the glass to bring the Bruins within one at 58-57. Johnson was fouled again, and again
he made both free throws to extend the UCF lead
to 60-57 with 16 seconds left.
The Knights then had their best defensive
sequence of the game, at the most opportune time.
Josh Peppers rejected Jesse Snyder's threepointer into the seats, leaving the Bruins with only
eight seconds to try and even the game.
Belmont's Will Peeples was open for an instant
near the top of the key and lofted up a shot that
would have sent the game to overtime, but Marcus
Avant came out of nowhere to block the shot and
send the 1,676 fans at the UCF Arena home happy.
"We did a nice job on that last possession to get
a big, big stop for us," UCF Coach Kirk Speraw said.
"Our guys were pretty aware, we didn't give up any
open looks, and we contested without fouling."
"This win right here definitely makes us feel a
lot better,'' Williams said. "We were· going for a
championship, but now we just have to compete to
make the tournament."
The Knights were forced to readjust their goals
after a frustrating stretch, plagued by inconsistency, in which they lost three consecutive games and
fell into a tie for ninth in the A-Sun. Now they find
themselves only two and a half games out of first,
and with consistent play down the stretch they
could be in contention 'for the regular season
crown.
"I don't know what's wrong with us," UCF guard
Kingsley Edwards said. "We play hard for five minutes and we slack off for five minutes. We need to
be more consistent."
"We still want things to come a little bit too easy
PLEASE SEE JOHNSON ON A11
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MATT DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer

The UCF women's basketball team
dropped a 67-59 decision to Jacksonville on Saturday night at Swisher
Gym. It was the first loss for the
Knights (10-7, 8-2 A-Sun) in the 2005
calendar year and the first win foi: the
Dolphins (4-12, 1-8 A-Sun) in confer-.
·
enceplay.
''.Anybody you play on any given
night can come out and beat you,"
Coach Gail Striegler said. "JU came
out and played a fantastic game where
it took us 25-30 minutes to really get
going. Hopefully our kids will learn
from this moment."
JU sprinted to a quick 7-0 lead just
three minutes into the game. The
Knights didn't get on the scoreboard
until the 16:09 mark, and the Dolphins
1)
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Senior guard Kingsley Edwards recorded
8 points and 4 assists against Belmont.

"We play hard
for five minutes
and we slack
off for five
minutes."
- KINGSLEY EDWARDS

ON THE MEN'SINCONSISTENT PLAY

ATLANTIC SUN STANDINGS

MEN'S BASKETBALL
CONE OVERALL

WLWL
Gardner-Webb
Troy
Jacksonville
Mercer
Belmont

UCF

Georgia State
Stetson
Florida Atlantic
Lipscomb
Campbell

8 3 11 7
7 4 9 11
7 5 11 8
6 5 10 7
6 5 7 12
6 6 13 7
6 6 9 11
6 ·6 8 11
6 6 6 13
5 6 10 8
0 11 2 16

(
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William Bakanowsky and the Knights defeat~d Belmont 60-57 on Saturday night at the UCF Arena. The win ended UCF's three game losing streak.

U-G~L-Y,

we ain't got.no alibi.
And Saturday's win was ugly

Women's streak
·ends at seven
Previously winless
· Dolphins upset
A-Sun's top defense

~ 'I-

A win's a win but why cati't it be pretty for once'?
.(

· responded with a 9-0 spurt, pushing
the lead out to 16-3with12:18 left in the
opening half.
.
.
JU kept coming, going up 29-8 at
5:58 to go and taking a 33-12 lead into
halftime.
"Our defense, which has. been our
staple all season long, wasn't. there
tonight," Striegler said. "Their guards
got into a rhythm shooting early, and
we did not play UCF basketball
tonight."
UCF was down by 45-23 with 12:26
remaining, but the Knights began to
slowly chip away at the deficit.
The Knights used a 12-2 to cut the .
margin down to 47-35 with 9:15 left,
and got within eight at 56-48 on a
jumper by guard Francine Houston at
· the 3:53 mark.
·
UCF got within 62-59 with 38 seconds to go as guard Lashaunda .Slade
stole the ball in the backcourt and
found forward Shelby Weber underneath for the lay-up.
The Knights decided to foul JU
guard Rebecca Montz right away. She
BREn HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
PLEASE SEE
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WOMEN ON A11
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Lashaunda Slade led the women with 13 against JU.

Every day that I drive to work I have
to turn onto University from Alafaya
and there's this little patch of road
that's bumpier than a FAU cheerleader.
It makes me insane.
And I can't stand it because it
makes my car shake like a crack addict,
and I have to roll over it at one mile an
hour just so my Jeep doesn't explode.
We all complain about it. I know
every person reading this right now is
thinking, "Sweet Jesus, he's freaking
right as always!"
So is there a point to my story?
Probably not, but if! had to pick one at
gunpoint I'd say that life is full of
bumpy rides. No matter how good
things are going we're bound to hit a
rough stretch of road.
That's what our men's basketball
team hopefully just got over, with an
enormous emphasis on the word
"hopefully." Losing one or two games
flat out stinks but los.i ng three in a row
is a diaper-encrusted landfill.
Speaking of stinky, Saturday night's
. win over Belmont takes the rotten egg.
As one former UCF football co~ch
used to say, "A win's a win." It's true. I'll
take any kind of win, whether it's a
beaµtifu!_ blowout or an ugly squeaker.

VI '

MOUTHING OFF
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Saturday's game was ugly. It was
heinous. If I woke up in bed with that
win, I'd chew my arm off and beat
myself to death with it. That game fell
out of the ugly tree, hit every branch
on the way down and then climbed
right back up and did it again. It
seemed like every time we had room
to breathe one of our players took the
ball, gift-wrapped it and handed it
right over to a Belmont player. Luckily,
the Bruins players believe in re-gifting
because they were handing it right
back to us.
Even the Atlantic Sun referees
PLEASE SEE
~
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Johnson leads men
back from bad half
for us," Speraw said. "We have
to be consistent with that
mental focus, because it's
going to be hard every night."
After getting off to an 8-0
lead to start game, the Knights
had a first half to forget. They
shot only 37 percent, including
3 out of 15 shooting · from
beyond the arc and trailed 2726 at the intermission.
>.
"We were antsy," Speraw
said. "We wanted to win so
badly that we were not in a
good rhythm and didn't shoot
well in the first half."
UCF came out of the locker
' room strong in the second
half, regaining the lea,j and
building it to 10 points with 13
minutes remaining.
Belmont wouldn't go away,
though, and crawled back into

the game, taking advantage of
the 17 UCF turnovers of the
night.
The Knights shot much
better in the second half, making ·half of their shots including 46 percent of their threepointers. They dominated the
Bruins on the glass, outrebounding them by a 36-26
margin.
The Knights also had eight
steals and matched a season
high with eight blocked shots
UCF's next game comes
against Lipscomb tonight at
the UCF Arena. UCF lost dramatically to the Bison
Wednesday in Nashville. The
Knights were nearly able to
recover from a 19-point deficit
in the final three minutes but
came up just short.

Continue your education online
with courses, certificates and degrees
offered through the UCF U/RTUllL CllmPUS
MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Gary Johnson had 15 points including four clutch free throws in Saturday's victory.

Q;,central
University of

Florida

·Women still atop standings after loss toJU
FROM A10
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what wo~ the game for us,"
Striegler said. "Celeste had to
: hit a pair of free throws, and the get a lot of those looks on her
1 Dolphins converted on five out
own because they were face. of six from the line down the guarding her and holding onto
her jersey."
stretch.
Montz, along with guard
Stetson (7-9, 4-5 A-Sun) was
Nakina Alford, scored 19 points led by center Kristy Brown who
apiece while fellow backcourt put together a double-double
mate Sheena Carpenter tallied with 13 points and 10 rebounds.
UCF played With only eight
' a double-double putting home
21 points and pulling down a players against the Hatters as
career-high 11 rebounds.
guards Shayla Smith and Clau''We have to go into practice dia Johnson were nursing
and fix some things on the injuries. Center Takira Allen
defensive end," Striegler said. chipped in 10 points in only 21
"If we show up thinking we are minutes of action.
''We need each and every
going to win just because we
have black and gold on, it's not one of those eight players,"
Hudson said. "It's always hard
' going to happen."
UCF was led by Slade who to win on the road, and coach
scored a career-best 13 points kept us focused on the little
and had five steals on the things that led to our win.''.
defensive end. Houston also
UCF returns ti;> action hopscored 13 points on four of · ing to start a new win streak at
eleven shooting.
.
Florida Atlantic on Wednesday
The weekend was not a total night. Tip-off is slated for 7 p.m
loss, as UCF blew past Stetson in Boca Raton.
65-45 on Thursday night at the
"We can't get out-rebounded," Striegler said. "I guarantee
Edmunds Center.
The game was 22-22 at half- that we will be blocking out the
time as both teams were unable next few days in practice getto hold six-point leads.
ting ready for FAU."
Stetson took a 29-24 lead on
a three-ball by guard Nefertiti Scouting Florida Atlantic
Walker with 18:04 to go, but the
The Owls (8-9, 6-4 A-Sun)
Knights charged back on a 7-0 have been hot stringing togethrun to take a31-29 advantage on er four consecutive wins,
a lay-up by Houston at the 16:32 including a 67-66 thriller over
mark.
,
Stetson on Saturday.
UCF went up 38-34 on a layWith the game tied at 66,
up by guard Celeste Hudson, guard Shontavia Williams was
but Walker hit another three to fouled going to the basket with
bring the Hatters within a point five
seconds
remaining.
with 12:06 remaining.
Williams made the first free
The Knights never got rat- throw. She missed the $econd,
tled and closed the game out on but Stetson guard Kim Manning's last second hea".'e came
a 27-8 run over the final 12:06.
Hudson scored 12 of her up short.
FAU has the No. 1 offense in
game-high 21 points during that
stretch.
the A-Sun scoring over 66
"Once again our defense is points per game. Williams is a

slashing guard and is in the top jans a much-needed· home
five in the A-Sun posting 14.9 sweep over the Nashville
schools, including a 72-70 win
points per game.
Forward Jackie Brown is a over Belmont (9-8, 4-6 A-Sun)
solid post threat averaging 11.3 on Thursday night. It also allows
points, and grabs 4.9 rebounds UCF to remain in first place in
the league standings.
per game.
Georgia State (8-9, 6-4 ABut the Owls also have the
league's worst defense giving Sun) improved to 5-0 in A-Sun
close to 70 points a contest. action at home sweeping the
That didn't play a factor in the North Carolina schools over
meeting between the two weekend.
After holding off Campbell
schools earlier in the month.
UCF has won 19 of the 25 61-49 on Thursday, the Lady
meetings, and the Knights qut- Panthers squeaked by Gardnerlasted FAU in a 49-41 slugfest Webb 72-70 on Saturday. Guard
Patechia Hartman scored a seaback on Jan. 3.
UCF
committed
31 son-best 3l·points against GWU
turnovers but was playing with- (5-12, 3-7 A-Sun).
Mercer (7-10, 5-5 A-Sun) also
out guard Celeste Hudson.
Center Ali Roberts had a dou- swept the Carolina schools over
ble-double scoring 18 points · the weekend. The Bears had
four players score in double figand pulled down 11 rebounds.
"We have to learn how to ures in a 63-48 win over Campexecute our half-court offenses bell (7-10, 5-5 A-Sun) on Saturday.
It's rivalry week in the A-Sun
a little bit better," Striegler said.
''We have to have people con- as the Battle of Georgia, the
sistently stepping up for us Boulevard in the Music City and
every night. We've been doing North Carolina all happen midthat off and on, but we need to week.
Thursday's issue of the
have three people in double figFuture will have full coverage.
ures every night."

Around the Atlantic Sun
Maybe you could 'say there
was something in the air Saturday night because after UCF
lost to last-place Jacksonville, ·
Troy (6-11, 5-5 A-Sun) upended
defending champion Lipscomb
67-59 at Trojan Arena
Forward Alecia Jones scored
16 of her career-high 23 points
in the Sf!Cond half, but it was
guard Laura Lee Holman who
hit the game's biggest shot.
After a Lipscomb (10-6, 7-3
A-Sun) lay-up tied the game at
59, Holman hit a 15-foot jumper
with 45 seconds left to spark an
8-0 run to close the game.
The Troy win gave the Tro-
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Two Free tickets to the

MTV Movie Awards!
To enter, swipe your valid UCF student
l.D. in at least 15 UCF home sporting
events*.between now and the end of
Men's Basketball Season. One lucky
student and their guest will win an all
expenses paid trip to California for the
live taping of the MTV Movie Awards!
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Open Mic Night
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Number of A-Sun wins
Jacksonville women had before
they defeated 1st-place UCF

Who's hot
Anthony Williams, who has averaged 12.8 points and 9.4
rebounds per game in the Knighs last five outings.

Who's not
The UCF men's tennis team, which has lost its first three matches of the season.

.[txt] .
Upcoming
Double-double's in the last
five games for Anthony
Williams

The men's basketball team takes on Lipscomb at 7 tonight at the UCF Arena ...
Women's basketball travels to Boca Raton to face FAU on Wednesday night..
Men's soccer faces the MLS's Columb.us Crew in a exhibition match on
Thursday in Bradenton ...Softball travels to Clearwater to take on Tennesse and
Texas A&M on Friday afternoon.
'
·

Quotables
Games by which 1st-place
Gardner-Webb leads UCF
men's hoops in the A-Sun

s

Days until the start of the
UCF men's·baseball season
\.

'

"We were antsy. We wanted to win so badly that we were
not in agood rhythm and didn't shoot well inthe first
half." .
- UCF COACH KIRK SPERAW ON THE MEN'S HOOPS WIN

•

To:46691

"Anybody you play on any given night can come out and
beat you.;
- COACH GAILSTRIEGLER ON THE WOMEN'S HOOPS LOSS

~

Next issue
Check out Thursday's ·issue for the ioos baseball and .
softball previews.

~~w.com
&

Saturday's game was ugly
and it wasn't the refs' fault
FROM A10
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Kristina Lohmos and the women of UCF !ennis hope to have better success than they did againstflorida last week. The lady Gators beat UCF 7-0.

.Tennis.off to a sloW start in 2005
Road unkind to both
the men and women
NATHAN CURTIS
Staff Writer

ed when they played the nation's No. 3
doubles team of Frangulyan and Whitney Benik, however the Knights' top
doubles team fell 5-8.
"They work as a team and they never
say die," Allison said of her team. "It's
the same attitude you find in Hoosiers
and Rudy!'
The women resume play at 10 a.m.
on Feb. 4 at the UCF Tennis Complex
for their home opener against the
Auburn Tigers.

History has a tendency to repeat
itself.
Four days after the men's tennis team
lost to the Florida Gators, the women's
tennis team lost to the Lady Gators by
the same score, 7-0.
"This team has an extraordinary Men still seeking first win
After being shut out by the Gators,
amount of depth." UCF Coach Patricia
Allison said prior to Thursday's the UCF men's tennis team traveled to
matchup with No. 2 Florida ''We look Alabama over the weekend looking to
forward to upsetting teams; it's going to rebound.
be a dogfight."
Now, after losing to both Alabama
Unfortunately for Allison's Knights, and UAB, UCF would just settle for its
the Gators made them look like pup- first win.
Ranked No. 37 in the nation, Alabapies, sweeping all three doubles matchma (2-0) easily defeated the No. 68
es and all six singles matches.
With the day's only bright spot, UCF Knights (0-3) 6-1 at the Hank Crisp
sophomore Becky Gordon got a leg up Indoor Facility.
on UF's Lolita Frangulyan, who is
'Things began badly for UCF when
ranked No. 74 in the nation, when she all three doubles pairs lost to the Crimwon the first set 6-3. Gordon dropped . son Tide. The teams of Joel Allen and
the second set 3-6, taking the match to a Simon Jaeger fell 6-8 in the fir~t positiebreaker, which Frangulyan won 10-3, tion, which was the same score that the
avoiding the potential upset.
pairing of Antonio Sierra and Sinan
UCF captains Kristina Lohmos and Sudas lost to the Crimson Tide._
Pamela Fernandez both lost when they
In a close singles match, Sierra fell to
took on Jennifer Magley (No. 11 in the the No. 31 player in the nation, Luigi
nation) and Boglarka Berecz (No. 55 in Di\gord, 3-6, 6-7.
'
the nation).
Junior Ener Gursoy took on No. 92
Lohmos and Fernandez as a duo Joseph Jung. Gursoy, after losing the
gave the Gators more than they expect- first set 4-6, came back to win the sec-

ond set 6-2, before finally losing 2-6 in
the deciding set.
UCF's first point of the season finally came in the third spot when Allen
came from behind to reach .victory
against Eric Molnar 2-6, 7-6, 6-4.
The Knights then traveled to Birmingham looking to rebound against
UAB. Inclement weather forced the
match inside and eventually shortened
the match.
UAB (2-0) swept UCF in the shortened back match 4-0, handing the
Knights their third consecutive loss to
start the season.
UCF continued its poor doubles play
as all three pairs fell decidedly to UAB
on Saturday.
As for the singles matches, only
Jaeger played his to its entirety when he
lost to Thomas Werkmann 1-6, 0-6.
Gursoy retired after dropping the
first ·set 1-6 and losing in the second set
0-1 to Sebastian Falk. Allen retired his
match after losing the first set 1-6 and
was trailing 0-3 in the second to UAB's
Antoh Mavrin.
The other three matches were suspended
When asked about his team's goals,
Coach Bobby Cashman said, "To win
the Atlantic Sun championship and
improve our rankings into the top 40,
and that hasn't changed"
The men return to Orlando for their
first home match of the season Friday at
2 p.m. when they host Rollins at the
UCF Tennis CompleX:.

couldn't blow this game for either
team. My favorite point in the game
involved a ball going out-of-bounds
off a Belmont player and one of the
refs called it off of Troy Lindbeck.
When another ref waived off that
call and rightfully gave the ball to
UCF, the ref making the initial call
had this look on his face as if he
were saying, "How dare you show
me up in front of this crowd. I will
eat your soul and cut out your heart
with a spork."
I'm praying that Comedy Central
will eventually launch a 24-hour
marathon of nothing but A-Sun referees in action. Maybe they could
even get a reality show. Picture 10 ASun refs being forced to live in a
small shack in the Tennessee backwoods with nothing but a can of
Spaghetti-O's to feed them. Wait a
second, I think that's already how
they live.
· Either way, A-Sun refs aren't to
blame for the way our guys have
been playing no matter how bad I
want them to be.
Kingsley Edwards put it perfectly
when he said, "We play hard for five
minutes and we slack off for five
minutes." When UCF opened Saturday's game With an 8-0 lead, I said·to
myself, "Here we go again." Sure
enough tha.t lead and all of the energy and momentum it created vanished into thin air. The careless
three-pointers started flying left and
right and the inside lane that Anthony Williams took advantage of early
on disappeared.
This is exactly what happens
every game. We come out firing, the
opposing defense adjusts, our
.defense damps down, the opposing
offense adjusts and we're left with
our porn-porns hanging in the wind
because we don't adjust on anything.
.
.
Is it right to co:i;nplain about a
. win? In this case, yes. Don't get me
wrong, I'm glad we won. I'm especially happy that the men took down
the Bruins, who were third in the ·
conference before we defeated
them in the National Championship
ofFugly..
But ugly wins are like those Eskimo boots that girls are wearing late'-
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"We know you want to blame us, but you can't."

ly. You might think they're good but
they're still ugly.
. What's the solution to this
onslaught of ugliness? Destroy Lipscomb. Annihilate the Bison. Put
the~ over Knightro's knee and start
slapping away. We just can't win
ugly. We need to prove that our
offense is justifiably strong; The
. three's need to drop and .the fouls
need to die. More than anything the
turnovers need to disappear.
There are only eight conference
games remaining on our schedule.
For every game remaining, there's a
whole forest of ugly trees out there.
Just once I want us to fall out of
the beautiful tree.

,.
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State &Nation
UC attorneys ask judge to seal
testimony of private investigator
DENVER - University of
Colorado attorneys asked a federal judge Friday to seal the
sworn testimony of a private
investigator who looked into
allegations the school used
alcohol and sex to recruit football players.
Steve Snyder, hired by a
panel appointed by university
regents to investigate the
recruiting allegations last year,
was not a firsthand witness to
much of the information in his
' deposition, university lawyers
wrote in a filing in.US. District
, Court. The filing argued Sny' der's testimony should not be
made public.
Snyder was deposed as part
of a lawsuit filed by former CU
student Lisa Simpson, who
alleged she was raped by football players or re.::;ruits during
an off-campus party in December 2001. A second woman has
filed a similar lawsuit. Both
suits are set for trial May 31.
No criminal sexual assault
charges have been filed.
The seven-member investigating panel established by the
CU Board of Regents last year
concluded that some players
offered to arrange sex, alcohol
and drugs for high school football recruits. The panel blamed.
lax oversight by top university
officials.
The court filing said Snyder
collected information from
people who chose to participate
in the panel's investigation but

~~
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had no firsthand knowledge of
any facts relevant to Simpson's
lawsuit.

Arkansas St. says it's been
'generous' with attendance figures
JONESBORO, Ark.
Arkansas State University's athletic director says the school
has been "generous" when
announcing basketball figures
and acknowledges that the
number of people buying season tickets for Indian basketball
games has been tracking downward for several years.
Documents obtained by The
Jonesboro Sun through the
state Freedom of Information
Act show that the announced
attendance exceeds the actual
count at the gate and that season ticket sales for the sport
have been dropping for six
years.
Athletic Director Dean Lee,
at the school for three years,
said Friday that, "Qµite honestly, it's a pretty generous count
that we have."
, Lee said Arkansas State has a
history of announcing attendance figures with "gross exaggerations across the board."
Arkansas State sold 2,390
season ticket§ this year, which is
lower than the 2,773 in 1996-97,
which was coach Dickey Nutt's
first year at Jonesboro. Season
tickets hit a peak of3,256 in 1999.

Judge: Neuheisel can argue that
Brand talked about his gambling
KENT, Wash. Rick
Neuheisel's lawyers can presCharleston Southern at the
UCF Arena Foirner UCF official Eric Peterson worked the
championship game, between
Charleston Southern · and
Brown, of the same tournament. Anderson and Peterson
are two of the six current or
former UCF students who
work in NCAA Division I basketball.

Contributing Writer

Intramural official works in
: NCAA Division I basketball
UCF Intramural Official
and Supervisor Steve Anderson worked his first NCAA
Division I basketball game during the winter break. Anderson
worked the first round game of
the UCF holiday tournament
•,between
Fordham
and

Intramural dodgeball began
Friday with a record turnout
Four women's teams and 20
men's teams finished the first
night of the 2005 dodgeball
season with two wins; a record
90 teams threw objects at each
other and got out of the way.
With so marty teams, it's hard
to get a feel for which teams
will~merge at the seasons end.

ent evidence showing NCAA
president Myles Brand ignored
his own staff's advice to stop
talking publicly about an investigation into the coach's gambling.
King County Superior Court
Judge Michael Spearman on
Friday rejected a motion by
NCAA lawyers to bar that information at the former Washington football coach's trial.
Neuheisel, dismissed as
Washington's football coach in
June 2003, is suing the university and NCAA. He alleges
breach of contract and claims
the NCAA improperly influenced school officials to fire

STONEYBROOI(
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c

him.

If Neuheisel wins his lawsuit, he can seek to recover the
roughly $6.5 million left on his
contract when he was fired.
Neuheisel's lawyer, Bob
Sulkin, had argued , during a
motions hearing Thursday that
Brand and selected NCAA
enforcement officials violated
NCAA rules prohibiting public
comment on pending cases.
Spearman said Sulkin. can
present evidence that NCAA
gambling director Bill Saum
improperly
discussed
Neuheisel's case. NCAA attorney John Aslin argued during
the hearing that Brand and
Saum were exercising rights of
free speech.
· Neuheisel was . hired last
week by the NFL's Baltimore
Ravens as quarterbacks coach.
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Alpha Tau Omega and the
Tickle Police were the highest
scoring teams in the men's
division, and currently sit atop
the Intramural Dodgeball
Championship Series rankings. Alpha Delta Pi and We've
Got Balls are leading the way in
the Women's DCS. The DCS
will be used at season's end to
rank the top teams for the AllUniversity Tournament, so
visit the complete standings
online at the IM Sports Web
site.

Upcoming sign-ups indude
Floor hockey
Deadline: Feb. 7
Quarterback challenge ·
Deadline: Feb. 8
Softball
Deadliiie: Feb.14

Monday~ Friday ANYTIME!

FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT'S
. ONLY 25 BUCKS AFTER 2:00
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OUR STANCE

Let Heather and
her daddies stay
I

f life reflects art and art
The bill is blatant and horrifyreflects life, then Alabama
ingly stupid censorship. Homopoliticians must be hoping to sexuality is real. Regardless of if
end homosexual behavior alto-.
Allen - or indeed, the people of
gether with their bill to ban
Alabama .,..-- think homosexuality
books that have gay characters.
is a sin or morally wrong, it is a
State Rep. Gerald Allen has
fact. It almost always has been,
presented a bill to the 2005
and it likely always will be.
Alabama State Legislature. The
Grade-school students who
bill asks for the destruction of
have gay parents (or know of ,
(and bans the purchase of) any
someone who does) should have
books or textbooks that promote the opportunity to learn that
homosexuality - or view it as a
they're not alone - they should
natural or nomial way to live.
be able to check out Heather has
The legislative session opens
1\vo Daddies.
on Tuesday, when Allen's bill
High-schoolers shouldn't sufwill most likely go through an
fer because of the discrimination
initial review.
of close-minded lawmakers State lawmakers rejected one
they should be able to read The
of Allen's similar, anti-gay proColor Purple for all its powerful
posals last year - Allen sponmajesty.
sored the state banning of gay
People around the world
marriages. Unlike ll other states
should be able to sit down and
this past November, Alabama
enjoy the classic Oscar Wilde
did not ban gay marriages. The
book, The Picture ofDorian Gray,
constitutional amendment never if they would like.
made it to the ballot.
Most of all, people. need to be
Critics of Allen's new propos- able to make their own decial hope this one won't make it
sions. When lawmakers take
· away the ability to make a perpast the legislature either.
The so-called gay book bansonal decision, they cut off the
ning would not allow any state
people's duty, and inherent right,
money to be spent on books that to think - and a country of nonhave homosexual characters or
thinkers cannot be a democracy.
It's fine for individuals to
themes. That means libraries,
decide that they don't like gay
universities and public schools
wouldn't have The Color Purple
people. It may not be a very proon shelves, wouldn't perform
gressive or enlightened attitude,
Cat on a Hot Tin Roofin the the- but it's certainly within the right
ater and would get rid of all
of each person. But people need
health or biology books that sug- to be free to make that choice.
gest homosexuality is natural.
What Allen is proposing is

banning literature that has been
around for hundreds of years based upon his own moral biases!
Not only is it not right, but it's
not practical. WlJ.o, exactly, is
going to sit down and read all of
the hundreds of thousands of
novels, textbooks, plays, journals
and other literature that is in the
Alabama libraries? And who is
going to be paid to read every
prospective novel, textbook,
play, journal, etc., that the library
may or may not be able to purchase?
Making bigoted laws is
wrong. But making bigoted laws
that don't make practical sense is
a waste of lawmakers' time and
the tax payers' money.
Legislators like Allen need to
wake up. He would better serve
his constituents if he foctlSed on
other, more important issues like the fact that Alabama has
one of the highest teen birthrates
in the nation, along With one of
the highest infant-mortality
rates.
Lawmakers who wish to protect the children from the "corruption" of homosexual material
need to take a step back to better
asses the. situation.
What they need to do is instill
better family values that will
encourage parents to seek out
what their children are reading
- and talk to them about it. Hiding and banning the material will
only make it more enticing.

OUR STANCE

Iraq elections
surprise skeptics
T

he moment has come and tion in over half a century.
passed with surprising
There are very few people left
ease. Elections in Iraq
living in Iraq or exiled from it
were held over the past weekwho could even remember the
end and to the shock of many,
last time they voted independthere wasn't much violence. A
ently.
few skirmishes and suicide
Iraqi expatriates showed up
bombing here and there, but for· in much lower numbers than
the most part it went well.
Iraqis still in the country. OrgaReports leading up to the
nizers had hoped for over a milelections last week were very
lion expatriate votes worldwide
broad and outrageous. Pollingbut only about 280,000 actually
security personnel were trained . cast a ballot. A surprisingly low
for everything including the
number considering most left
unsuspecting pushcarts and
the country to escape political
bicyclists. An army source told
persecution.
Reuters that they had foun~
Booths were packed across
donkey carts with false floors,
Iraq with all sorts of people
which could be used to carry
.casting their vote. Nie Robertbombs, and received intellison of CNN reported seeing a
gence that car bombers may use 90-year-old woman being taken
bicycles.
to a booth in a wheelbarrow and
Terrorists were expected to
many others hobbling in on
do anything and everything pos- their crutches. These stories
sible to.prevent the election
truly show how greatly Iraqi citfrom running smoothly. A state- izens desire change and a free
ment posted on several Islamic
democratic government. Hopeextremist Web sites, supposedly fully there will be changes in the
by Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, statfuture, but how long till they
ed they would "wash Baghdad
come is unknown.
streets with voters' blood."
"We have terrorists today, we
A total of eight suicide
had them yesterday and we will
bombers struck across the coun- have them tomorrow," said
try leaving ll dead and some 47
Sabah Kadim, a senior adviser in
others wounded. Other attacks
Iraq's Interior Ministry. "The
included the Sheikh Mar'of inci- difference will be that the Iraqi
dent, which left 10 dead and six
people have elected a governwounded, and a bus blast that
ment that is legitimate, that will
killed three aild wounded 14
be much stronger in dealing
more. A rather low tally if you
with them." A bold statement
understand the magnitude of ·
when one considers the current
this event.
situation in Iraq. A very unstaIraq has not held a free elecble economy, a foreign troop

presence and a large extremist
faction ready to attack at anytime are just the primary problems that this new government
will face.
With the American public
increasingly becoming concerned with U.S. troop involvement, the Bush administration is
looking to relieve the tension
without ruining the mission.
Ideally, the new government
could run the country effectively !oday and America could
withdraw troops, but even President Bush understands the goal
is not yet within reach.
In his radio address on Saturday, President Bush stated,
"There's more distance to travel
on the road to democracy, yet
Iraqis are proving they are equal
to the challenge." He added,
"Terrorists and insurgents will
continue to wage their war
against democracy, and we will
support the Iraqi people in their
fight against them. We will continue training Iraqi security
forces so this rising democracy
can eventually take responsibility for its own security."
We can celebrate a free election, but it is the aftermath that
truly matters. A lot of responsibility now lies with the people
of Iraq. Can democracy be successful in a conservative Muslim
nation?
The next day to watch out
for will be the American troop
withdrawal; but don't hold your
breath waiting for that.
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She might dance loco,
that don't make her a ho no
of these sorts bring crime to
After Sept. ll - when
tourism numbers dropped
the area and I can't argue
that notion. But I have an
significantly - the Orlando
easily attainable solution.
area felt the repercussions.
We must place these busiMassive layoffs, vacant hotels
nesses far from family
and huge decreases in all
vacationer-related sales put
tourism spots and where
the economy in a ditch. City
they belong. The most ideal
officials realized this, and to
places being near the airport
ease the burden they
or downtown. I know chilCOMME,..N'"""""T-A_R..Y'--~ help
decided to expand the condren like to ride the monorail
at OIA but Mickey is always
SHANNON MAU
vention center.
the bigger draw.
Opinions Editor
Orlando is one of the best
convention destinations with
As for the Christian congreat hotels and a new large
servatives .and the argument
I am a busy guy. Between
convention center. However, . of morality - infidelity and
writing for this paper, worklust, blah, blah, men will
ing downtown, going to class many conventioneers complain about the nightlife
always look at other women,
(at least the important ones)
but they don't always cheat
and doing the whole fraterni- afterward Being that most
conventioneers are econoini- on them. If you want to stop
ty thing, I get pretty tired.
cally stable middle-aged
infidelity, crack down on
Sometimes a man needs a
men, I doubt they would
Orange Blossom Trail not the
break, and what better way
want to visit the Magic Kingstrip clubs. Because I can
than to visit his local strip
dom. Especially now that Mr. assure you, there is no sex in
club. Relax, have a drink,
the champagne room.
Toad's Wild Ride is closed.
grab some food and do it all
What better way to con, Conventions are like proin plain sight of gorgeous,
vert more people to Chrisfessional spring breaks.
naked (sometimes skanky),
There aren't any booze cruis- tianity than letting them
dancing women. But here in
es or wet T-shirt contests, but admire God's beautiful work.
Orlando, it is not that easy.
Seeing a naked woman is
the whole concept is very
Conservatives who run
similar. People migrate south truly a moving religious
this town insist on putting
to Las Vegas or Orlando for a experience.
ordinances against strip
week of board meetings and
And what is the point in
clubs stating that it is
seminars. Except for aftertrying to cover them up? God
immoral and degrading of
ward when they roam the
didn't create pasties. Nipple
family values. I understand
tape and thongs just aren't
that family tourism is the No. streets looking for clubs,
booze and a party.
cuttin' it people. Try to com1 income source of Central
My question is, who is
pare a trip to Dancer's Royale
Florida, but that certainly
getting hurt here? There
and one to Mons Venus in
cannot supersede the impormight be the occasional
.Tampa, you can't. Trust me I
tance of other sources.
stripper falling off stage and
was there Saturday.
Orlando needs to realize that
onto customers, but I can
Orlando needs to loosen
when you invest completely
assure you nobody comup, get naked and milk these
in one area you leave no outs
plains.
convention suckers for all
for yourself if tourism strugthey are worth.
gles. ·
You can argue that clubs
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'What would be your
dream
job?'
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BRITTANY BIBA

MARIANA PRICE

Social work

Business administration

Molecular biology

"I just got done talking to my adviser

"I'd be a professional basketball player
and an astronaut in the offseason."

"Columnist for a magazine, where I
coula write about any topic that I
want."

about this and now I'mmore confused
than Iwas before."

DEDRIXDAKA
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NAILA HAFFAR

NATE STRACK

MIKE DESENA

Psychology

Computer engineering

Accounting

"To marry rich and not have to work at
all."

"Rock~ta r, but I'd have to be lead guitar
because the drummet'/never gets laid."

"Playboy model photographer, take
pictures of gorget;ius ladies all day."
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CLASSIFICATIONS

100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Part-Time
HelpWanted:Full-T1n1e
Business Opportunities
for Rent: Homes
for Rent: Apartments
Roommates
·
Sublease
For Sale: General
325 for Sale: Automotive
350 for Sale: Homes

150
175
200
225
250
275
300

r;

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

,

Need Assistant or After-School
Teacher with experience.
UCF area. 407-340-4221.

Receptionist Needed
for busy Pet Boutique In Ol(iedo.
407-366-8187
HIRING NOW
Preschool In Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100
$$ INSTANT CASH $$
FLEXIBLE HOURS
HELPING HURRICANE VICTIMS
CLOSE TO UCF
CALL CHRIS 407-702-4814

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Pho ne: (407) 447-4555
By Fax:. ( 407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

375 ForSale: Pets
400 Services
500 Events
525 Events:Greek life
550 Events: UCF
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 ·wanted
999 Lost & found

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

Juniors and Seniors Earn between
$2500 & $3000 before end of semester.
On campus promotions. Work your own
hours assisting fellow students, no sales.
Call Al (ext. 115) or Bobbi (ext. 122) for
phone interview between 2-9pm
800-449-8680.
Attractive, thin females who smoke daily
or weekly needed for confidential phone
interview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and number, your call will
be returned ASAP. 661-255-3940.

• •••• •••••
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Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?
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U.S. AIR FORCE

R•O.• T•C

Do you.know what you want
to do after graduation?

CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Incentives
include:

PAYMENT METHODS

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips&. bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

Are you interested in an exciting career?

.t

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

• Up to $15,000 tuition per year
• $600 in textbooks reimbursement
• Monthly stipend ($250.:$400)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors and Graduate Students
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

.,
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CAREER OPPORTUNITY
AS INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT
Qualifications: Motivated, self-starter with
ability to learn·. Job Description:
Independent consultants have unlimited
income potential, the ability to set your
own hours, run and maintain your own
business, job security, variety of avenues
of income, earn the use of a free car,
free training, continuous selfimprovement, self-esteem and selfconfidence, prizes and awards and many
tax benefits. Interested applicants call
Judy at 407-359-0764.
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Artist seeking guitarist and bassist
(modern/melodic rock). Immediate
paid shows along with potential
national/international exposure.
For details visit www.newemergingartists.com/danlelle
or call 321-567-0323
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls, Poland,
Maine. Picturesque lakefront locations,
exceptional facilities. Mid-June thru midAugust. Over 100 counselor positions in
tennis, swimming, land sports, water
sports, tripping, outdoor skills, theater
arts, fine arts, music, nature study,
nanny, secretarial. Call Takajo at
800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
at 800-997-4347. Or apply online at
www.takajo.com or
www.tripplakecamp.com.
$800 Weekly Guaranteed Stuffing
envelopes. Send a Self-Addressed,
Stamped Envelope to: Scarab
Marketing, 28 East Jackson, 10th
Floor, Suite 938, Chicago, IL, 60604
Shipping Clerk - Conscientious
individuals to pack and ship high quality
gift item. $8/hour, flexible hours.
Goldenrod and University area. Respond
in writing with resume and references to:
expressions@collecthearts.com
or fax 888-543-5577

Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

•Classified line ads are published in both the Futureand the Chronicle

_• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
•Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
•Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hoursa day

Dial America Marketing Inc.
ONE OF OUR CLIENTS
IS EXPANDING
AND WE NEED
YOUR HELP TO FILL

• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included
j

Seasonal positions avail. Great pay.
Immediate openings available.
407-971-9131 .

(tntnl :Jforlbit :futun

Summer Jobs

!"" . vci1ei i:>ari<Tn9 atie"iidanis need.ed ior . "!
I
the Orlando/Winter Park area.
I

j

AD RATES
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Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC)·needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 6 - July 23. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250 or
352-669-9443 ext. 250..

POSITIONS
THIS WEEK!

Call Today... Start Tomorrow!
Full Time Pay ...Flexible Hours!
We Offer:

• $100 sign on bonus and weekly bonuses
• $9- $18 per houraverage
• 2 shifts to choose from
• Relaxed business environment

• Paid training with guaranteed salary after
·Career advancement opportunities
• 2 great locations
• Weekly paychecks
• 401 Kplan with discount and benefit plans

SPANISH BILINGUAL AND KOREAN BILINGUAL NEEDED! (For the Orlando Office)

Call today for an immediate interview!
UCF Office: (401)

673-9700

Orlando Office: (407) 143-9400
to speak with Lachel/eorChrissandra

Orange County Staffing

NOW HIRING
SALES/MARKETING

erentral :floriba 31tture
Tht Student llewspaptt Servmg UCF Smee 1968

positions

~

·~·
~

NOW HIRING

MARKETINGINTERNS
Must be energetic, hardworking, and creative.
20 - 25 hrs. per week.
Great Experience and Fun Atmosphere!

View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

Send resume and available hours to
MiiaM@KnightNewspapers.com

88 ci HefO to
Our So.l diers.
Donate Plasma
Your plasma donations can
directly save the lives of our
troops wounded-in combat.
)

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

(entral !tloriba 1uture
The Student flf!Wspoper Serving UCF Since 1968

NOWHIRING

CLASSIFIED SALES REPS
Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! we·are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential .
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock walVzipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 31 and
. leaves Wednesday, August 3.

Must be motivated to sell, renew
and edit classified ads while
assisting new and current clients.
20 - 25 hrs. per week.
Hourly plus commission .

Call

407-295-0080

or visit WWW .drcle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

FAX RESUMESTO 407-447-4556
or EMAIL: classifieds@UCFnews.com

Your plasma is manufactured into a derivative called
Albumin.This critical fluid is used to treat battlefield
injuries including shock, burns and blood loss.

'

•

Earn up to $170 amonth donating regularly.
When you donate plasma, you are helping save lives.
Take being a hero to another level. Donate Now! ·
· ··················~···········~

New and Return Donors: Bring this ad and receive
an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donations.
.,
I

DCI Biologicals Orlando,LLC.
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
Orlando, Fl. 32826
(321) 235~9100
www.dciplasma.com

Volunteer for a clinical research study of an
lnvestigational medication .
To Qualify:
• Ages 18 and old~r
• Stay 6 hours in Research
dorm
• Make 2 outpatient visits
• Make 2 telephone
contacts.
Compensation)is paid up to $300.00

Call M-F, Ba-Sp: (407) 240-7876
Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 5. Orange Avenue - Orlando Fl 32809
www.ocrc.net

ll"?'im HELP WANTED:
l~ General

LOSE YOUR JOB?
DOES YOUR FORMER EMPLOYER OWE YOU WAGES?
DID YOU GET PAID FOR ALL OF YOUR TIME WORKED?
DON'T LET THEM WRONGFULLY KEEP YOUR HARD EARNED MONEY!
IF WE GET YOU ANY MONEY, THEY PAY OUR FEES AND COSTS

(407) 67 WAGES
(407)-679-243 7
The hiring of an attorney is an important decision that should not be based solely upon advertisements. Before you decide,
ask us to send you free information on our qualifications and experience. Jeffrey WAlbert, Esquire: Principle office: Maitland

Office Manager - Strong language,
organizational, and interpersonal skills.
MS Office Suite experience imperative.
Gift industry, import/wholesale
knowledge beneficial. Flair for marketing
and creativity a plus! Salary
commensurate with skills & experience.
Goldenrod & University area. Respond
in writing with resume, references, and
your best introductory letter to:
expressions@collecthearts.com
or fax to 888-543-5577

Cooks, Servers, Cashiers, Dish,
New University Keller's BBQ, FT & PT,
Call 10-4 pm, Mon.-Fri.,
407-622-5004
In-Home Female Tutor Needed
History 111ajor for 10th grade AP student.
Please respond by
calling 407-947-2420
Callers Needed! CMG Telemarketing!
Info verifying for mortgage products.
Work at home or from our call center.
$7/hr mini email: alex@cmgleads.com
407-365-3334 x102
Looking for extra money while going to
school? Forget the interviews, resumes,
and hassling of looking for a job after you
graduate. Join Mary Kay today and get a
jump stan on your career. Email for
information: lesliesherrill@marykay.com.
'
To shop online:
www.marykay.com/lesliesherrill

Involves Updating onlme calendar and
moving to new server.
Call Les at 407-898-5989
Phone Sales ·
Experienced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.-Fri.
$350 base + comm & other bonuses.
Call Nick 407-467-4102.
Office assistant needed for downtown
law firm. $7.50/hour, bilingual a plus!
Fax resume to 407-254-0031

SALES POSITION
Available with mortgage company in
Maitland. Part-time, flexible hours,
with generous incentives. Position
involves phone sales and 'extensive
training is provided. Call
407-628-0440 or email resume to
jobs@specializedloans.com
Oymnastics Instructor Needed.
Prior experience in gymnastics required.
Must be Energetic & Creative.
Excellent pay. Call 407-679-6620

MERCHANDISERS &
INVENTORY AUDITORS
Immediate Openings. Monday-Friday
Daytime & Weekends, $8/hour
Reliable transportation/locai phone,
PIT. Call RGIS Inventory Specialists:
407-678-6558
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Female in wheel chair needs assistance
with daily living activities, driving van,
and some lifting. Nights and weekends,
downtown. Call 407-835-8190.
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.
Looking for Programmer
With skills in Visual Basic,
html, asp.net, or .net.
Flexible hours, Mon-Fri.
407-339-2626 ext. 226, ask for
Dave.
Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 20 min. from
UCF. Come in between 10 and 2.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651

(

Pre-school afternoon teachers needed.
2:30-6:00 Mon. - Fri.
No experience necessary. Close to UCF.
407-282-0551.ask for Nancy or Pat.
Fax resume to 407-207-4330.
Cheerleading instructors to teach
children in Orlando and Winter Park
l

Recruiting Special Education Teachers
Interview with Colorado Springs School
District 11. Feb. 10th & 11th,
4pm-6pm. University of Central Florida,
Education Building Complex Rm 305.
Contact Ed Paulovich at
719-520-2173, 719-649-6133 or
Pauloe@d11.org to schedule an
interview. Drop-ins welcome.

(

Salesperson

( •

Needed for the Oviedo/UCF area to
hand out flyers for local firm. Contact
407-737-1848 or
n2phj@hotmail.com

(

Sunny Future
Entry level sales position w/
expanding & progressive sun care in
Orlando. Base + commission. Ops for
Mgmt & relocation.
Call Tim 888-877-7338

(

Customer Service Reps PT
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type at
ample speed. Located near Orlando Intl.
Airport. Flexible Schedule + great pay.
AM/PM positions available. Call Brandon
@ 407-243-6150 EXT 2106
or e-mail: bbrady@gosafco.com.
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

INTL' CORP EXPANDING ·
$2500PT/$6000FT.
Will train, need computer.
www.abetterlife1 01 .com
1-800-353-6947
•.

Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

!'

r

(

f}

Job line
Please apply 9AM·4PM M·f
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UCF AREA HOME FOR RENT
3/2 split P.lan, Winter Park schools, very
clean. Fenced yard, remodeled
kitchen/bath, wood floors, fireplace, and
garage. $1175/mo. Call Bill 4Q7-678-2160
$315/mo. Avail. Now! Room in house for
rent. Screened pool, high speed Internet,
cable, W/D, garage & full kitchen.
Clean, drug free, NS. Mins to UCF &
Valencia. Call 321-243-7170 or
email ditlet@aol.com.
Avalon/UCF Area. Almost New 3/2 town
home w/ 2 car garage in Avalon Park.
Very spacious, great amenities.
Call 407-275-9595
Legacy Real Estate Group Inc.

Awesome Brand New Home
Great rooms avail Jan, near UCF, pool,
tennis courts, lake. $500/mo, yearly
lease. Call Sherry/Todd @
954-753-3032 or 407-482-4969

UCF AREA HOME

•
•

"

•

Very clean 3/2/1 w/ ceramic tile.
$1200/mo plus utll. Nice
neighborhood. Roommates welcome.
Ready to move in. Please call
407-712-4709 or 407-619-6417.
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
·www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

225

•

UCF AREA Condo for Rent (or purchase)
Large 2/2 with screened porch, club hs,
pool. $950/mo. Call 407-977-8085

Im;, FOR RENT:

~Roommates

Less than 10 mins. away from UCF
$250/mo. plus util. 1 small nm avail. for F
to share with females in 4/2 home.
Clean, quiet, W/D, furnished. N/S, no
pets please. Call 407-319-3751
1 room avail for female in spacious 4/2.5
house. All included +internet & cable.
Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact Maritza
954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com

•

LOOK
1 bdrm avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $360/mo. +
split util. Call 407-641-4205.

•

ROOM FOR RENT-MALE
3/2 home, 10 mins from campus.
Tiled floors in great rm, fenced yard,
cable/roadrunner, 2 car garage, w/d.
$425/mo + 1/4 util. 407-222-2895

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
11 House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
Incl. 954-816-3127

..

Roommate Neededl Beautiful 3/212
house with pool, fireplace, W/D, fencd.
yd, 5 min from UCF. Pets ok. $45Q/mo
includes cable/internet+ 1/4 power. Call
Brad @ 407-808-8039 I 407-509-8632
Roommate Needed for Oviedo Home
Ciean 4/2, $300/mo plus util. Current
tenants are.three males.
Call after 5 pm, 407-375-4198

~~~F-E_M_A_L_E~R-0-0~M_M_A_T~E-W~A_N_T_E_D~~

$400/mo plus util. Jan '05-July '05. 5
m ins from UCF. Polos East
Apartments. Call Ann Marie
954-854-0553.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
For immediate occupancy in spacious
4/2 home in Waterford Lakes. $475/mo
,. incl all util & high-speed internet. Won't
last long! 407-282-7774 or 863-398-6398

Large Spacious Home
2 mins from UCF, prvt bdrm,
$525/mo all utils Incl. Call Katie @
94t-720-1886

•

UCF AREA-Female to share furnished
312 house with female $600/mo util.
incl. Also incl. cable, pool, office.
Serious student or professional only.
Call ASAP 321-277-3851.
Rooms In new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All utll. incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.

•

REGENCY PARK HOUSE
3 rooms avail for M or F in 4/2.5/2.
$550-$450/mo incl all utll, cable,
wireless internet, and furnished.
Current tenant very laid-back.
Relaxed neighborhood. Call
305-310-6588.
Seeking F housemate for beautiful home
off Econ Trail near UCF & VCC. Kitchen
& laundry. Single mother of one 6-yr. old
would consider lower rent for live-in PIT
oabysitting. Available immediately.
Character ref. & background checks.
407-277-2265 or elmsgirl@aol.com.
·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Room available, 15 minutes from UCF.
Utilities included! Only $400/mo.
Call 407-227-7579

•

II

PEGASUS LANDING APARTMENT
1 bd & ba avail in 4/4. $450/mo incl all
util, ethernet, cable, swimming pools,
gym, and free shuttle. Call 863-956-4029
evenings or 863-519-8330 ext.1105.

<;J/emt~lmH4
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Furnished room avail in 3/2 house.
Bathroom shared with UCF student.
$335/mo incl util, broadband
internet, w/d, and kitchen privileges.
407-923-9186 or 407-282-7529
. ROOM FOR RENT
3BD/2BA lakeside house off of Colonial
& Econ High speed internet & cable.
$400/mo. 5 mins from UCF.
Call 407-312-2192
Roommate Needed For Fall '05
Unfurnished 3BD/3BA apt at Tivoli. Less
than 5 mins from UCF. $460/mo,
everything incl. Looking to sign lease
ASAP. Contact Kacie 954-415-3595 or
·
Melanie 954-263-8474

· 3 HOUSEMA.TES NEEDED
· Brand new 4 beijroom lakeside
home. 5 mins from UCF. Everything
incl: all utll, maid service, gardener,
wireless web, w/d, etc. $450/mo.
Call my cell 561-213-1805.

UCF Apartment

WINTER PARK AREA
2/2.5, excellent condition. $900/mo, W/D,
water, and patio included. Minutes to
UCF. No pets. Community pool and
Ill
playground. ·winter Park schools.
407-359-2058

•

UCF Cypress Bend
4 Two-Story Homes - 5/3 and
413/1 One Story. Gated/Brand New
2005. Prof. roommates. Rooms for
$390/mo + util. $600/mo for Huge
Master. Util. avg= $80. Photo: Model
home. Anette 407-716-0848.

,,-;)) /7
' -/.)Al
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Place a classified ad in the

<!entral 3=toriba :future

POSTERS
For Depressed Walls
www.RightBrainTerrain.com

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
includil)g but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
***..**WWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM*•••••••

rj}/'~ ~-· (all text in Red)

•

WILL YOU BE MY VALENTINE?
Tell your loved one, club or·organization
just how much they mean to you with a
special Valentine's Day Classified in the
Future. Call 407-447-4555 for details!

NEW YEAR NEW YOU

Very Large 3BD/ 2BA. 1 min from
UCF. New floors. $750/mo some
utils incl Call Bryan@ 407-595-6752
or email bmyx2002@yahoo.com

"'

NORTHGATE LAKES APARTMENT
Rm for rent in 412, McCulloch Rd.,
112 mile from UCF. $399/mo ·incl
all util, internet, cable, w/d.
Contact ucf_chick@hotmall.com or
352-346-5477.

Roommate Needed ASAP!!!
Available now: 1BR/1BA in a 212 house
off Alafaya Trail. Short drive from UCF &
Valencia. $450/month including rent,
W/D, Road Runner, cable, water, &
electric. Seeking M or F 18-~5.
If interested call Chris@ 407-252-1735
1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to share great home, min. from UCF.
Must enjoy yard, lake, internet,
cable, W/D, private room+ awesome .
small dog. Mor F. Everything incl.
$500/mo. Call Jeff, UCF grad,
407-737-6690. Details/photos online:
www.thinkcybis.com/room.

F UCF student seeking clean resp.,
F roommate. No pets. $450/mo incl.
furnished BR in a very nice subdivision.
6 mi. from UCF and 2 mi. from Waterford
Lakes. Util., cable, Internet access, and
local phone service. Also incl. pool and
tennis court access. Call Nicole at
407-616-2221. Starts February 1
ROOM FOR RENT
3BD/2BA home, room has private BA.
S mins irom UCF. $40t\-rio + utils.
Contact Andy @ 305-978-8025 ·

Pegasus Landing Apartment
Looking for female/$490 mo.
Includes: Private room & bath/ W&D/
' Internet access/ cable/ utilities/ furniture
First Mo. Free/ short term lease, but can
renew. Contact Nicole at (407) 399-2273.

Room at University House
Master bed and bath avail
immediately for Fin 413. $519/mo
Incl all util and fully furnished.
Transfer fee only $1 before Feb.
Call 954-993-2474.
DISCOUNTED RENT! Must sublease
immediately! Lease runs through 7/31/05
1 room for M with priv BA available in 4/4
at Pegasus Landing.. Shuttle to UCF incl!
Contact Heather@ 561-637-4050
ROOM IN 313 AVAILABLE
Pegasus Landing, $510/mo incl all
utll, ethernet, W/D, pool, and free
shuttle. Lease ends July 31st.
Call 406-683-4221.
1 BDRM/1 BA in a 2/2 @ Pegasus
Connection. $575/mo all utils incl. W/D, 3
HBOs. Fully furnished & all amenities
incl. Immaculate, new carpet, patio!
Avail. ASAP. Call Keon @954-658-6161.

NORTHGATE LAKES
F sublease, 111 in a 4x4 avail Dec 12.
$470/mo all inclusive, no move-in fees.
First month FREE. Call Sarah @
321-501-1363

Room for rent: Northgate Lakes
1 M needed, 4 BR, private bath, utils
incl, washer/dryer/spacious patio, across
the street from campus. $475 a mo. obo
Call Andrew @ 305-522-4348
Sublease PEGASUS LANDING
414 Female or 414 Male $425/mo!!
Private bath, cable,' ethernet, W/D,
utils, shuttle. May 31 - July 31
Call 407-461-9942

!". -FEMALEFi°ociM"MA'i"EwAf.J'r"Eb-. "!
I .Bed & bath avail in 4/4 at Pegasus I
Landing. $495/mo, Jan. rent is free. I
, Lease runs through Aug. Move-in
I
immediately. Call 239-848-0281
L.
.~
F roomie needed 1bdr/1 ba avail. in 4/4
w/ 3 fun loving girls @ Pegasus Landing.
Fully furn. All util. incl. except phone.
Cable, ethernet, W/D, gym ~ shuttle. Rm
avail. nowl Lease ends in Mey. $480/mo.
Please call Kaycee 407-443-5795.

Village at Alafaya Club
Room avail in 3/3. $500/mo incl all
util, w!d, trash service. First month's
rent free. Rent negotiable, ready
immediately. Call 786-302-0511
***$100 Move-In Special***
I WILL PAY ALL TRANSFER FEESl!I
Pegasus Pointe, bd avail for F In 2/2
w/ private ba. $560/mo Incl all utll,
w/d, N/S. Lease until August.
863-381-6404 or
critters0818@yahoo.com
Female Christian Roommate Wanted!
Pegasus Connection. Furn 4BD/ 2BA.
$;365/mo (already includes $100/mo
disc). All utils incl! Lease now - July 31.
Contact Mandy @ 863-409-4196
PEGASUS POINTE APARTMENT
3rd floor, raised ceilings. $435/mo, $100
cash back. Move in immediately!!!
Call Chris 727-385-3546
NO MOVE-IN FEE!
Room and bath avail in 2/2. Rent incl all
util, w/d, ethernet, free shuttle, vaulted
ceilings. Quiet neighbors. Move-in ASAP.
Call for details. 239-822-6632

Village @ Alafaya Club
Jan-Aug 4BD/4BA Huge walk in closet,
W/D, cable, ethernet, valet trash. 3 great
1 roommates brand new furniture $490/mo
Call John@ 321 -217-5264
PEGASUS CONNECTION
Female needed for fully
furnished 212. $575/mo
incl all utll. Free tanning.
Contact Laura 352-258-8980
laura_reddish@yahoo.com
FIRST MONTH RENT FREE!
Female roommate. $439/mo incl all util,
internet, cable w/ 3 HBO's, sewer, trash,
pest control, gym, computer lab. Lease
ends July '05. 1/2 mile from UCF, 5 from
SeminoleNalencia. 321-271-6770.
1/1 Apt Close to UCF
Call Autumn
407-592-5762
FIRST MONTH RENT FREE!!
Pegasus Connection (Jefferson
Commons) sublease. $510/mo incl. util.
1 BR with private bathroom out of a 414.
Includes carport. 407-234-1324
WILL YOU BE MY VALENTINE?
Tell your loved one, club or organization
just how much they mean to you with a
special Valentine's Day Classified in the
Future. Call 407-447-4555 for details!
Sublet @ University House
$429/mo, lease ends 08/04/05.
$1 move in. UCF shuttle, utilities, cable &
ethernet included. Available for Spring 05
Call 1 (321) 720-6752
NEED A GREAT APARTMENT?
Looking for F to take over lease ASAP @
Pegasus Connection. 4BD/2BA $465/mo.
Please c&tact Kelly @
407-694-3820

Dear Suzie,
Will you be my Valentine?
Johnny

Lose up to 30 lbs. Gives tremendous
energy. 30-day supply. $39.95, moneyback' guarantee. FREE· SAMPLES.
www.behealthynow101.com
1-866-418-9502
Valentine's Day Gift Basket
Customized to fit your need $19.99
Choose: Sweet Pea, Cucumber
Melon, Raspberry, Vanilla
Each Contains: Teddy Bear, Bath Salts,
Lotion, Wash, Body Scrub, Bath
Scrungie, Potpourri.
For More Details Call Angel
407-617-7271

DINING TABLE & ETC.
New table, cherry w/ black glass top,
fits six, $390. Washer and dryer,
runs well, $175 for both.
Call 407-823-0091
Uniquely Designed Valentines Day Pillow
Lovely heart-shaped pillow w/ picture
insertions, decorated pencils,
notepad, teddy beat, $14.99
- Designed with Love in Mind
For More Details Call Angel
407-617-7271
Futon with black metal frame with Full
sized mattress, maroon color. Only $50!
Call 407-322-5768 evenings only.
TEXTBOOKS - Buy/Sell/Trade
Get $$$ - List unwanted books
WWW.QUEUES.COM

1997 lnfiniti J30. 95k miles. Airbag,
ABS, cold A/C, Pwr steering, pwr seats,
pwr windows, pwr mirrors. tilt, Leather
seats (heated), tinted, Bose stereo.
sunroof. 407-366-0153. $6900 OBO
$500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $5001 For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502
1997 Mercury Sable - V6, Auto
transmission, low miles. In excellent
condition! Pwr doors, locks, steering &
cruise control. AM/FM & Cassette
$2800 OBO. Call 407-691"-0097
MUSTANG GT 2000
Black ExtJTan Int. w/ 51,000 ml.
28000 ml on new engine, fully loaded
$7000 worth of MODS I asking
$13,900. Cell (772) 530-5133

98' Camry V6 LE
4 door, all power, excellent condition,
115k, $4800 obo
Call Enrique @ 407-902-5888
or emaii henjim46@adelphia.net

Deadline February 1lth,5 p.m. *Ask for details and ad options.

.Crossword
Paperworks - Helping to Make Writing
Papers a Breeze
Are all those assignments stacking up
and it's becoming a headache to
complete them on time or you just don't
know where to start? Wouldn't' you love
to have someone help you with your
accumulated work? I'm Here to help 2417
with that problem, and I provide
professional typing services at affordable
prices. You provide the written material
and I type. $5/page, printing $3/page.
Package rates also available for large
projects and papers. For ever person you
refer, you get 5% off package rates, and
1 project 5-8 pages long for FREEi!!
Contact: ansphere@msn.com
-321-695-1932 (c) or 407-345-4774

NEED HELP MOVING?
truck loading & unloading, packing, trailer
towing (up to 5000 lbs), & more services
avail Fri thru Sun to (or from) anywhere
in FL Email: jsmccracken@hotmail.com
Certified Personal Trainer $20/hour.
Very flexible hours. Anyone willing to
lose 20 lbs. for your New Year's
Resolution contact John Sechser
904-669-2640.

.. ::: RECORDING STUDIO:::..
$30 1st HrJ$10 every additional
FREE mixing & mastering
::pure... crisp... quality::
www.EarDrummahz.com/studio/

Lose ·Fat? Gain Muscle?
We can help you!
Safe, Effective Personal Training
ONLY $20 per session!
407-970-5431
TopGradeTutoring.com
Tutors available in ALL math, science,
English & foreign language courses.
Single sessions and group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.
Piano Lessons
Children, Adults & Seniors. All levels.
Play your favorite songs. $16 per class,
includes books. Waterford Lakes area.
Call Helen @ 407-380-1268

Tell your loved one, club or organization
just how much they mean to you with a
special Valentine's Day Classified in the
Future. Call 407-447-4555 for details!

1998 Chevy Blazer, 4x4, Auto
transmission, V6, cold A/C. Fully
loaded with CD/Cass and new tires.
$5700 OBO. Call 407-691·0097
96' Honda Passport
4WD, grey, automatic, 100K Ml,
excellent condition, selling for $4,900
Call 321-235-1099

CONDO FOR SALE
Hunters Reserve, near UCF. 2/2 full
bath. All appliances, W/D, 3 fans. Tile,
Screened balcony, new roof. Pool, hot
tub, tennis. $115,000. 407-365-8721

Avoid Foreclosure!!!
Mortgage Payments Behind?
We'll Take Over Payments
Sell your house in 48 Hours
No-Equity-OK/Pay No Fees
Any Condition/Price/Liens
Call 800-803-6386

Looking to Buy or Sell Real Estate? Call
Adam @ Home Joy Real Estate
(407)275-0633
Your UCF Realtor

Russian Language Tutor
Also: Russian culture, history and more.
All levels 20/hr
(407)719-2487

ACROSS
1 Barbie and Ken,
e.g.
6 Buckle
11 Inspire wonder
14 Heep of Dickens
15 Book before Joel
16 Arthur or Lillie
17 Casual party
19 Horse's relative
20 At anytime
21 Personal
preference
23 Perceived
26 Lacking
notoriety
29 Muse of verse
30 Noisy insect
31 Burns poem. •_
O'Shanter"
32 Spanish dictator
34 Beat it!
38 Play for a fool
39 Epee wielders
41 • Town'
42 Chilean cash
44 Cultural
45 Citrus cooler
46 Pickpocket's pick
48 Citrus fruits
50 Emphasizes
53 Wave tops
54 Total number
55 Remove rind
56 Suitable
57 Being a typical
example of
64 Net-judge's call
65 Rdo's friend
66 Spine-tingling
67 Lacking
moisture
68 T-bone or strip
69 Hang in loose
folds
DOWN
Used spades
Product of mine
Ignited
Most up-to-date
Hit the road
"Mask" star
Plat section
8 Volcanic dust
9 Told you so!
. 1O Separated
11 Take down a
peg
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

UCF Butokukan Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense
Co-Ed Beginner's classes now
forming •..
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Classes are M 8:30-10PM & W 7· 9PM
in Education Complex, Room 174A
Call Kyle at 407-227-7511 or see
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams
for more info.

All rights res&rVed.

12 Adam and
Benjamin
13 Slackens
18 H.S. dropout's
second chance
22 Lamenter's
comment
23 Arrange
24 Wipe from
memory
25 Titles
26 Family of seedeating birds
27 Language
variation
28 Native New
Zealander
30 Saddle part
33 Film spools
35 Embers
36 Ledger
examination
37 Lock of hair
40 Scampered
"43 Writer Wister
47 Daisylike
flowers
49 Old coot

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CRUISE
5 days, $299. Incl meals, celebrity
parties! Panama City, Daytona $159!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Nassau
$499! Award winning company!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

lr:!!I!J TRAVEL
$189 5-Days/4-Nights
$239 7'.Days/6-Nights
Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
Appalachia Travei
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAG~ PRICE!

Presented by

· Student Credit Cards!
Reward Credit Cards!

(REDITFN.COM
SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!

E

·~[JI]

Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
50 Burn with hot
liquid
51 Sot
52 Full of furrows
53 Eccentric wheel
55 Swine meat
58 Quantity of gold

[I] MISCELLANEOUS
Wanted: Idealists, Environmentalists,
and Patriots - itching for a fight.
http://BreakTheLink.org

***SPRING BREAK***
Travel anywhere in the world
with travel agent rates and get
paid while on vacation.
www.prtmovie.com/payless

*189°0 j 5 oavs/ 4Nigh1s
s139oo 7Davs/ 6 Nights
Prices include:

.

Round·trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on t~e island al your choice of ten resorts.
Free VJ.P. party package upgrade.

APPalachla Travel

1-800-867-5018

www.Baha'1aSun.com

59 Now _ seen
everything!
60 Herbal drink
61 Personal
pension$
62 Bite
63 Holy smoke!

Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

10 days for $9501
Tour island of Phuket with a UCF student
Accommodations, tours, & meals
included Tickets to shows, parties,
islands & more 407-766-0578 or
tektravel@yahoo.com.

550
Yard Sale at Waterford Lakes
Shopping Center, Sat. February 5th
from 7am-2pm outside Office Max.
All proceeds from yard sale benefit
UCF. Dance Marathon and Greater .,
Orlando Chlldrens Miracle Network.
More info, contact Tara @
561-504-3581. www.ucfdm.com

01/31/05

© 2005 Tribune Media ServK:es, Inc.

SPRING BREAK IN THAILAND

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK

HOMES FOR SALE

Tommy:
Happy Valentine's Day!
I love you more than
chocolate.
Love, Kelly

(407) 447-4555 ext. 251 ~ (407) 447-4556 (fax)
classifieds@UCFNews.com

COMPUTER FOR SALE
700mHz, 256MB RAM, 30 GB hard drive
Loaded with Windows XP, modem,
ethernet, CD burner, Monitor & sound.
Only $250111 407-222-0736 .
COMPUTER FOR SALE - HP, color 15"
monitor with printer, scanner & software.
Fully ~estored , running Windows ME.
Great starter. $300. Call 407-929-6630

•

Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
I couldn't have gotten through
Freshman year without you!
Love, Bobby

Assistant needed for wheelchair
bound student start - Start ASAP.
MWF 9a.m. - 4p.m. Avg. $8/hr.
· Comp. skills a MUST.
Call Anna Meeks 407-847-0788
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BAHAMAS

PAR'TY
CRUISE
12191

www.SpringBreakTrayel.com

1-800-618-611 86

lllCiude.s Port, Hotel & 0<:pol'tllre
Toxcs, lronsfer• & Tips!
Recognized In 2002 for
Ootsfandingo Marl!ciplCKe Elhics

•,.
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Feb. 7th

· Black History Month
Op~ning Ceremonies

-VUCF Arthritis Foundation Carpool

Feb. 9th

11-2pm Student Union Patio
Brought to you by AASU & MSC

w.

SGA Sports Expo ·

-CAB Lego.Event
-AASU-MSC Black History
Month Valentine's Day Gala

11- 2pm Pegasus Ballroom

Feb. 10th
CAB Movie:

Donnie Darko·

8pm in Cape Florida
Be there or go back in time and be there.

-Dance Marathon Date Auction
-Arnold Palmer W.A.C.H. Orientation
session for new volunteers
-VUCF Labor by Love
'J

Feb. 11th

Dance Marathon
Registration

-AASU-MSC Black History Month
Funny Fridays ·

2-5pm Cape Florida 316

J

Feb. 12th

'l IltJilSJ)1lY f)!J
1

'

"

CAB Comedy & Variety Committee
Brings back your favorite hypnotist

..............

Tolll DeLuca,

--~•111 8pm Pegusus Ballroom

-CAB Spectacular Knights presents
the
Miss UCF Scholarship Competition ·

J

Visit:
1\71\71\7.()SI .SI) l~S. (J(~I~.l~I) (J
For More Info

..

AASU- MSC Black History Month

Networking Luncheon
llam-lpm Cape Florida, SU 316

Volunteer
UCF
..

Volunteer Expo

.)

12noon_Student Union Patio,
Make a difference! Over 30 community
service agencies represented
l~llll)ilY ()L.l ~--------)

call 407.823.6471

Dance Marathon
Registration
2-5pm Cape Florida 316

..
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Happy fourth birthday, Broken
Speech Poetry Slam!
-PAGElO

A geek haven
before MegaCon
-PAGE 2

Spacing out with the
Astrological Society
-PAGE 12

Thanks a Million,
Mr. Eastwood
-PAGE 13

FXshowa
strong rival
forMegacon
Show features guests
from films, Tv, comics
MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

o you like comics? Have you ever
given your mother the silent
tteatment after she.dared call one
of your action figures a doll? Then come
on down to the 16th annual Florida
EXtravaganza, also known as· "The
Coolest Show on Earth" (Take that, Barry
Manilow!) running Friday through Sunday at the Orlando Expo Center on 500
W. Livingston St., across from the TD
Waterhouse Centre. Anyone who's no
one is going to be there.
Perhaps the coolest guest for comic
fans will be the legendary former escape
artist, Jim Steranko, whose innovative
work in the 1960s on such titles as Nick
Fury, Agent of Shield is still looked at with
awe these days. With many of our comic
corns fading away, it might be good to
thank one personally while he's still here.

D

COURTESY INDIE ARCHIVE

Expect to see fans like these - this picture was taken at last year's Megacon - at the Florida eXtravaganza this weekend, where being an outsider will get you inside.

Also, check out Ethan Van Seiver, one of J.K. Simmons. Hudson, who does many a
the best artists in the industry today B-mqvie, never ceases to be an entertain(check out his penciling in Gre?n Lantern ing presence in anYt:hing he does. Simmons is quickly becoming one of the best
Rebirth).
Guests from sci-fl movies include supporting actors in Hollywood and is
such convention regulars as Mark God- the only redeemable part of the original
_
dard (Lost in Space), Sid Haig (Capt. Spider-Man flick.
On the horror front, you have
Spalding from House of a 1,000 Corpses),
Jeremy Bulloch (Boba Fett from the Star actor/stuntman Kane Hodder (Jason
Wars series), Walter Koenig ( Chekov Vorhees) and Texas Chainsaw Massacre
from Star Trek) and Glen Shadix (the fat 2 and Night of the Living Dead actor Bill
dude from Beetlej~ice and the voice of Moseley. Even more random, check out
the mayor in The Nightmare Before Cindy Morgan, the actress most known
for her role as Lacy Underalls in CadChristmas).
Two real treats appear in the form of dyshack, and washed-up wrestling perfellow Oz castmates Ernie Hudson and sonalities Jimmy Hart, Johnny B. · Badd

and Glacier, who will be signing autographs for free at the "Notable and Notorious" booth.
Also, the event will feature more than
750 dealer tables. Tons of toys that you
can normally find in stores for retail
price will be sold for exorbitant amounts!
All the phasing Visions and Unmasked
Batmans you've been looking for are
available for a small fortune. What a
country!
The convention goes from 4 p.m. to 10
p.m. Friday and from 10 am. to 6 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. Be there and be
square. Go to http://www.fxshow.com
for more information.

The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida
Future, the free independent campus newspaper of the University of Central
Florida Opinions in the indw are those of the in:dividual columnist only and not
necessarily those of the editorial staff. All content is property of the indie and
may not be reprinted in part or in whole without permission from the publisher.

EDITOR: 407-823-6397 x214 indie@UCFnews.com
SALES: 407-447-4555 x204 sales@UCFnews.com
FAX:407-447-4556
Co-EDITORS: Brandon Hardin, John Thomason
STAFF WRITERS: Joe Anderson, Brett Bonowicz, Elizabeth
Fernandez, Mike Ferraro, Matt Hedgecock, Mike Lawrence,
Geno Mehalik, Sharon Pare, Robbie Raborn, EmilyJane Scott,
Christopher Schwarz, Ricky Surillo, Dianna Zisman
Copy EDITOR: Charlie Benton, Jamison Taffe!
PRoDocnoN: Ben Henderson, Jerrod Rockhill

CP.
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Not Just Sex no more. Our diva of
Our
e-mail
address
is
debauchery is out for the semester indie@ucfnews.com, and our phone
we wish her well in the dating pool.
·nµmber is 407-447-4555.
So what does that mean for you?
Now for actually what's in this
Well, we might be looking to keep issue, we've got twice the · usual
the column going.
amount of Raborn - his comic and a
We're thinking about going to a club spotlight. And if you want your.
two-columnist format, with one male club interviewed (and who doesn't
and one female columnist. But who want free press, except for Commuknows? Send us an e-mail, give .us a riists. You're not ~ Communist, are
call. We'll talk. Have a nosh. It'll be you?), e-mail robbie@theindie.com
nice.
- BRANDON HARDIN

..
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COURTESY CARRIE MAE WEENS

Asample photograph from Carrie Mae Weens, appearing today a_tthe Crealde School of Art.
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-CAMPUS
Talent show audition ·
Jan. 27, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., free
Student Union
Key West Ballroom 218A
407-823-6471
.

Free Trade in the
Americas forum
Jan. 27, 2 p.m. to 4 p'..m., free
Student Union
Room 316
407-823-0935

Malcolm Xscreening
Jan.27, 7 p.m. to 11 p.m., free
Welcome Center Auditorium
407-823-4195

Malcolm Xscreening
Jan. 27, 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., free
Welcome Center Auditorium
407-823-4195

EVENTS
Carrie Mae Weems
Jan. 27, 10 a.m.to 4:30 p.m., $25
to$40
Crealde School of Art .
600 St. Andrews Blvd
407-647-3307

John Scott and Horace
Boyar
Jan.27, 7:30 p.m., free
Hungerford Elementary School
230 S. College Ave.

407-647-3307

Kalamu Ya Salaam
Jan. 27, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m., $25 to
$40
.
SunTrust Bank
253 N. Orlando Ave.
407-740-6300

Sylvia Waters
Jan. 27, 2:20 j>.m. to 5 p.m., $25
to $40
Rollins'College
Annie Russel Theatre
1000 Holt Ave.
407-647-3307

Woodie King,Jr.&
Elizabeth Van Dyke
Jan. 27, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m., $25 to
$40
Rollins College
Fred Stone Theatre
1000 Holt Ave.
407-647-3307

Florida EXtravaganza
Jan. 28 to Jan. 30, various times,
S8to $35
Orlando Expo Centre
500 W. Livingston St.
407-849-2562

Hurston Humanities
Panel
Jan. 28, 1 p.m., $30
Winter Park Civic Center
1050 W. Morse Blvd.
407-647-3307

·Zora Neale-Hurston
Festival of the Arts and .
Humanities
Jan. 28 to.Jan.-30, various times,
$5 to $10
Downtown Eatonville
Kennedy Blvd.
407-647-3307

Superbowl of
Motorsports
Jan. 29, 7:30 p.m., $12 to ·$15
Florida Citrus Bowl
1610W.Church St.
407-849-2020

Orlando CD and Record
Show
Jan. 30, 10 a.m. to 4 p.01., $3
Central Florida Fairgrounds
4603 W. Colonial Drive
352-955-5454

. SHOWS ·
Pedro the Lion, Earlimart
(iildie)
Jan.27,8 p.m.,$13
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Kynda (rock)
Jan. 27, 9 p.m., $5
Will's Pup
1850 N. Mjlls Ave.
407-898-5070 .
PLEASE SEE

CALENDAR ON i4
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AIDS BENEFIT MUSICAL
Broadway Cares/ Equity Fights AIDS {BC/ EFA) is
an organizi\tion that aims to give th~ater artists with
HIV or AIDS the opportunity to.continue working and
leading full lives. BC/ EFA strives to pay for the rent,
medjcal bills, medications or anything else artists
with AIDS may not be able to afford .
..At 7:30 p.m. Sunday, Winter Park Playhouse will
link with BC/ EFA to do abenefit performance of I
Love You, Youre Perfect, Now Change; apopular
musical about relationships, from dating to marriage.
This is afantastic opportunity for BC/ EFA to
rai~e donations and an entertaining way for you to
help out. Tickets are $30for adults and $25 for
seniors. For more information or to reserve tickets,
call their box office at 407-645-0145. Come out to
support"Winter Park'sonly professional theater" and
artists with A1DS.
·

FROM

i3

Audiophile, Distanee, Lucid Fly (rock}
Jan. 27, 8 p.m., $5-$7
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Keller Glass (acoustic)
Jan. 27, 9 p.m., $2
Ballard &Corum
535 W. New England Ave.
407-539-1711

Suckerpunch, Hedshok, InTension, The
Goldminers, Ed Self, Gettindeep, Clayton
Hall (rock} for"Emergenza Fest''
Jan.27, 7:30 p.m., $10-$15
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Reckless Dream,.The Addictions, Evicted,
Rawtones, MoumingYesterday, The
Greater Grey, Priapism, Vasrular
Symphony (rock} for"Emergenza Fest''

Wall and Court Streets
. 407-849-9904

Bughead, Rory, Anna Becker, Michael
Hanson {rock} for''Tsunami Relief
Concert''

Equinox, Diabolic Intent, The Absence,
Downfall (metal)

Jan. 28, 8 p.m., $10
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Jan.28, 7:30 p.m., $10-$15
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Jan. 28, 8 p.m., $6
The Haven
6700 Aloma Ave.
407-673-2712

Gargamel!, Canvas (hard rock}
Ludd Fly, Midst of Zool, L.>st in Progress,
Milka (hard rock)
Jan. 28, 10 p.m., $5
Island Oasis
2716 N.Forsyth Road
407-657-6047 .

·

Jan.28, 9 p.m., $5_

Long Beach Short Bus, Whole Wheat
Bread (rock}
Jan.29, 9 p.m.,$16-$17
· The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Tom Constanten, Toni Brown Band, Crazy
Fingers, funkUs, Bluelegs, Jambando AllStars (rock}

Keane, The Zutons, The Redwalls (rock)

Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Jan.29, 7:30 p.m., $17.50-$19.50

Jan.29,2 p.m.-2 a.m.,$7-$10

House ofBlues
Downtown Di~ney West Side
407-934-2583

Kieth Urban, Katrina Elam (pop)

PLEASE SEE

CALENDAR.ON iS

Jan. 28, 7 p.m., $35
Hard Rock Live
GtyWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483
.

AScissors (electronic}
Jan. 28, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N.Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Stone Soup Band, Kaiser.Soze(rock)
Jan. 28, 9·p.m., $5
Wall Street Plaza

21+ 10 Required

2005 CITRUS CHAMPIONS:

WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic lllgbt
with Ramez

DOUBLES·

THURSDAYS

Karaoke

GOIKOETXEA & ELIZEGI

SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 4- 811.10.

BACKCOURT·
ALDAZABAL

f RONTCOURT·
REKALDE

FRIDAY .

Boulderlield
10pm-close

-- ---no cove; ___

THE BARBER ZONE

SATURDAY

Fin w/ Ramez,
Maspan & WVnn Bros.
1oum-close
---$3 cover---

FADES FLATTOPS, & ·REGULAR HAIRCUTS
.

SMOKERS WELCOME

'·BEST PRICES IN 'THE AREA! .
M-R 10-6 I FRI 9-5:30

SAT 9-4:30

CLASS A PLACE

SUN Closed

s

407-681-671

401-211-1665
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Kate O'Brien's Irish Pub
42 W. Central Blvd. •
407-649-7646

Big Ten-4, Ask Me Later,
Megaphone, The Band of the
Name, Amy Steinb~rg, Funk U,
_Ben IJlf;!dsoe, Ruth King, Snafu,
Skip, Atomic Tangerine, One
Drop, The Curve, Band Marino
(various) for''Tsunami Relief .
Concert"
Jan. 29, 3 p.m.-10 p.m., $10
Wall Street Plaza
Wall and Court Streets
407-849-9904

Invisible Ink, Early ,Next Vear,
Lyenex, The Antics, Runnin'
Blind, Linda Nunez Band,
Bleeding Inc., Wilcor (rock) for
"Emergenza Fest"
Jan. 29, 7:30 p.m., $10-$15
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570 .

Evil Ballerina (indie)
Jan. 29, 8 p.m., $5
Island Oasis
2716 N. Forsyth Road
407-657-6047

Trick Daddy (hip-hop)
Jan. 30, JO p.m., TBA
The Club at Firestone, 578 N. Orange Ave.
407-872-0066

The Five Finger Discounts,
Mesmer Machine, 3rd Limb, Fifth
AvenueOnlystWhaystation,
Verloren, Unstable, Danny
Morris Band (rock) for
"Emergenza Fest"
Jan.30, 7:30 p.m., $10-$15
Back Bo_oth,37W.Pine st.
407-999-2570

The Skepticals, The Corks,
lnsuffident Numbers, One ~ump
Chump, The Know How (indie)
Jan.30,5 p.m.,$7
· Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

The Kick, The Hour Unknown,
Country Slashers (rock)
Jan. 31, 8 p.m., $5
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070 '

Walls of Jericho, Bury-Your Dead,
Full Blown Chaos, Premonitions
of War (hard rock)
Jan. 31,8 p.m., $10
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Kings of Convenience (indie)
Feb.1, 7 p.m., $15
The Social,54 N.Orange Ave. 407-246-1419

The Toasters, Supervillains (ska) Feb.2,8 p.m., $10
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

·

WINNIE--THE-POOH LIVE .
Who could forget that"silly 'ole
bear?" For the past 80 years, the
unforgettable characters of A.A.
Milne's Winnie-the-Pooh and his
friends have lightened the hearts of
the young and old in the page~ of
·their books. Now, starting tornorrow
and running through Feb. 20, the
honey-coated cast will come to life
on the s~age in an adaptation by
Kristin Sergei. So, if.you're feeling
fuzzy and a little nostalgic for the
lovable teddy, join PoQ_h, Piglet,
Kanga, Roo, Owt Rabbit and Eeyore
·in their adventures through
Ashdown forest at the Orlando
Repertory Theatre, 1001 E. Princeton
St.,407-896-7365.Admission is
...
$12.50.

MUSIC
CD REVIEWS

Genre: indie rock
Label: Merge
Release date: Jan. 25

have a series of solid songs of love, hurt,
hope and redemption, some which inspire
laughter while others are likely companions
for a good cry.
Much like his home recordings, the overall feel to the .record is surely lo-fi, but the
sounds are clean and well-produced. One
aspect that stands out here also is Barlow's
voice. With the familiarity of 1970s folk
singer and the steadfastness of a Christian
praise and worship songleader, Barlow
infuses meaning into lyrics such as "If you
love me I tell me with your eyes," from "Legendary." Pleasant singing may not always be
a pertinent feature oflo-fi indie rock, but it
certainly works on this album.
The songs on Emoh skim through but
don't really explore varying genres, but are
highlighted with some string and piano
accompaniment. The record has an overall
folky feel, with some alt-country sensibilities to boot. Many of the lyrics are some-

what obvious rhymes and messages, such as
"I knew from ·. the beginning I that you
would end up winning I I knew right from
the start I you'd put an arrow in my heart."
There is also a sweet, surprising little ditty
about the Virgin Mary ("Mary, Mary and a
veil of stars I you changed the world and
broke my heart") that will likely end up in
any listener's head hours after hearing it.
Barlow is not striving for endless complexity or deep meaning here. In a sense, the
album does serve the same purposes as
much emo music claims to, except this
record actually achieves its goal. These
small, lovely, well-crafted songs are not
muddled down by anything unnecessary.
This album is both fairly upbeat overall and
still tranquil and soothing. Barlow displays
vestige of the statement "less is more" on
this record, and the listener definitely gets
more out of this carefully mastered work

Before the Dawn Heals Us reaches its
nadir with the memorably bad treacle of
ment is to understate the case. It's a terrible "Farewell/Goodbye." It is no exaggeration
record If their previous record, Red Cities, to say that song wouldn't sound out-ofDead Seas & Lost Ghosts, hadn't been so place playing in the weepy part of a Disney
good and widely praised, it's hard to imagine movie or even on a new age album. Excesanyone would waste their breath on Before sively breathy male and female vocals trade
the Dawn Heals Us. Part of what made Red melodically formless lines over swelling
Cities such a fascinatirig and unique record synth-strings and an ooh-ing synth chorus,
was how it co-opted the sort of cheesy, faux- and when the drums and bass enter in the
majestic synth sounds usually found in fan- last third, the effect is the same sort of portasy video games and low-budget anime but tentously dramatic gimmick that · anyone
put them to use making genuinely majestic who's heard a Celine Dion ballad or two
and emotional music. Before the Dawn Heals will find instantly recognizable.
Us uses a similar sound palette .as Red Cities, ·
"Car Crash Terror!" is the most egrebut now simply sounds cheesy.
gious example of the album's propensity
The comparison that got used out the for bloated cinematic moments. A woman
most in reviews of Red Cities was "My reads what sounds like both sides of a draBloody· Valentine with synths," but that matic dialogue in her most frightened,
influence is mostly gone, seemingly trembling voice, and the music is yet
replaced with bad soundtrack music and more swelling synth strings contrived to
even occasionally adult-contemporary pop. create suspense. The effect is neither
Only with better synth settings.
chilling or suspenseful, merely over-

wrought and annoying.
The more bearable tracks are those that
stick the closest to the formula that worked
so well on Red Cities. "Don't Save Us from
the Flames," for instance, uses the exact sort
of propulsive synth arpeggios, throbbing
bass and dramatic drums fills as "Run Into
Flowers," Red Cities' standout track. "I
Guess I'm Floating'' is reminiscent of Red
Cities' more vertiginous, shoegazer-influenced moments, with its bursts of distortion and woozy melody. While passable,
such tracks aren't nearly enough to offset
Before the Dawn Heals Us' worst moments.
With M83 changing its sound so dramatically and with such apparent purpose, one
wonders whether Before the Dawn Heals Us
is a mistake or aberration. More likely,
instead, is that Red Cities was a glorious
one-off, an accidental byproduct of inexperience, the likes of which M83 will never be
able to recreate.

Having staked a reputation in tWo of the
most influential independent bands of the
1990s, Dinosaur Jr. and Sebadoh, and having
put together. successful home-recorded
compilations, Lou Barlow comes forth with
his third solo record Titled Emoh and probably a wordplay on everyone's favorite
teenybopper music of the times, this album
does work toward many of the goals that
most "emo" music does - simple expression of emotions through uncomplicated
songs. However, Barlow does this effectively with beautiful melodies, quiet guitars and
strong songwriting.
It seems as though Barlow has continued
to calm down over the years. Dinosaur Jr.
came out of the gates rocking from the start,
and then Barlow's days with Sebadoh
included more songwriting and a great deal
of mellowing out. Like his Sebadoh material,
this latest record does not convey any desire
he might have to be a rockstar. On Emoh, we
To say that the new M83 record, Before
the Dawn Heals Us, is a major disappoint-

•
•
•
•

M83
Before the Dawn Heals us
Genre: indie/electronic
Label: Mute
Release date: Jan. 25

The Duluth, Minn., band Low has been
labeled "slowcore" for its· haunting .vocals
and dirge-like tempos. The band's new
. album, The Great Destroyer, should do little
to shed their image. "When I Go Deaf"
(sample lyric: "When I go deaf/ I won't
even mind"), "Broadway (So Many People,)" and "Death Of A Salesman" will
never be mistaken for teen pop. Not that
that's a bad thing. Low proves to be masters
The Great Destroyer of space and texture to convey genuine
Genre: indie rock emotional feeling, most notably on "Silver
Label: Sub Pop Rider" and the album's first single, "Mon·
Release date: Jan. 25 key."
The album starts to drag a bit near the
end but finishes strong with "Walk Into
The Sea," a fuzzy, semi-pop song that
brings to mind the Pixies at their best. The
Great Destroyer may not be instantly accessible, but repeated listening reveals a
rewarding musical experience:

LOW

-NICHOLAS MARKOVICH

.. •AND YOU WILL KNOW
US BY THE TRAIL OF DEAD
World's Apart
Genre: indie rock
Label: lnterscope
Release date:Jan.25

-EMILY JANE scan

-BRYAN COX

If you've never listened to ... And You
Will Know Us by the Trail of Dead before,
then the first two tracks on the CD might
confuse you or shy you away. With a band
like Trail of Dead though, that's just them
being them.
Worlds Apart starts off with an intro
that is as random as it is weird. The ·CD
doesn't really start to pick up until the
third track, but even then there are
instances of random sound effects in
between songs.
It seems to .be that they didn't do it to
be odd; they do it because they can.
Despite the randomness, the CD offers
good indie rock that wiJ.1 be sure to please
the fans of Death Cab for Cutie and Modest Mouse.
Even for people that aren't fans of indie
rock, this just might be the CD to get them
into it.
-RICKY SURILLO

MUSIC
Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of Jan. 16-22 ·
1.TheGame
The Documentary

2. John Legend
Get Lifted

3.T.I.
Urban Legend

4.Killers

.Grarilmy predictions, round 1
The indie is giving its two
cents on the major award
categorie~; this week, we
cover Best New Artist and
Short Video of the Year

·Hot Fuss

·w

MICHAEL LAWRENCE

5. Soundtrack
The Life Aquatic .

6.Aloha
Here Comes Everyone

7.Jimmy Eat World
Futures

·

8. Talib Kweli
Beautiful Struggle

9. Radiohead
Most Gigantic Lying Mouth

10.Jay-Vlinkin Parle
Collision Course

Staff Writer

.

ith·the Grammys coming iii less
than a month from now on Feb.
·
13, six of the categories and the
nominees in them will get a closer look,
two each week, plus predictions on who
looks to be winning. This week it's Best
New Artist and Short Video of the Year.

Best New Artist
Los Lonely Boys: A true crossover act if
there ever.was one, Los Lonely Boys has
played on top 40, adult contemporary,
country, latino and rock stations across the
country.

11.Nas
Street's Discipline

So Cold

- Maroon 5: It's technically not their frrst
album, but who's keeping track? With three
songs that radi9 had to put a restrailling
order on, Maroon 5 has made song~ about
being dumped catchy and cool for the first
time since Counting Crows. '

14. Iron & Wine
·Passing Afternoon

Americanldol contestant; what this English

12. Gwen Stefani
· Love, Angel, Music, Baby

13. Breaking Benjamin

15.Mae
Destination: B-sides

16.Eminem
. Encore

17. Straylight Run
Straylight Run

Joss Stone: With the personality of an
· tart lacks in charisma she makes up for -i n
vocal prowess. With two 'lucrative albums,
. Joss Stone is becoming the queen of plastic
soul.
·
·
Kanye West: This producer-turned-rapper is the toast of the town at this year's
Grammys with his overly ambitious and
overlong CD The College Dropout.

18.Arcade Fire
Funeral

·

19. Soundtrack
Garden State

20. Underoath
They're Only Chasing Safety

21. Damien Rice

o·

22. The Postal Service
Give Up ·

Gretchen Wilson: A protege of Big and
Rich and a member. of their esteemed
Music Mafia, Wilson showed that she
~ould succeed with party anthems as well
as slow ballads.
Prediction: With West's 10 nominations,
it seems likely lfe'll sweep in other categories~ and they'll award it to Joss Stone,
who's being groomed for big things, though
Maroon 5 will definitely put up a good
fight.

23.Shins
Chutes Too Narrow

Short Video of the Year;-

24. Frou Fro.u

"Take Me Out," Franz Ferdinand: An
unconventional video that caphires an
unconventional song. An excellent way fqr
a band to make a first video. Itgives a good,
lasting first impr~ssion and leaves you

Details

25. Ocean Floor
Pearls Are Graceful Hair .••.

wanting more.
·~erican Idiot," Green Day: An overrated video from an overrated album by an
overrated band.

"Flawless,'1 George Michael: It's different
but not accessible enough for lasting app~al.
. "Walkie Talkie Man," Steriogram: Directed by music video and film genius Michel
Gondry, this video has some fun moments
but is on~ of Gondry's weaker efforts. Still
beats "Human Nature."
"Vertigo," U2: U2 .is the only band that
consistently releases albums and still has
each one ,fa~.beled as a comeback. This video
rocked and picked up right where the band
left off.
Predication: U2. Grammy voters dig·
guys that can still rock in their 40s~ It gives
them hope. Plus, the dizziness of the video
matched its namesake.

COURTESY S-CURVE RECORDS

Joss Stone is a contender for Best New Artist.

·LIFE

Bust a cap into
your GameBoy
for a good time
Meanwhile, Resident Evil 4 keeps
·things freaky on the GameCube
IVANVELEZ
Staff Writer

A

fter the pre-holiday deluge of major .
games, this past month has been
pretty stagnant on, the release front.
Xbox, PS2 and PC gamers all received their.
blockbusters of Halo 2, Metal Gear Solid 3
and Half-Life 2 back in November. The
sales of those titles carried over into
December, but January hasn't seen any
other high-profile game's for those
platforms.
Luckily, Nintendo has been less
stingy this month. Two new games from
two of the biggest franchises gave Nintendo gamers something to be happy
about this month.

The Legend ofZelda: The Minish Cap
Game Boy Advance
.
.

_

Everyone's favorite pointy-eared,
green-vested warrior has returned in yet
another hand-held adventure. The Minish Cap returns the Zelda series back to ·
gameplay more reminiscent of the Super
Nintendo's A Link to the Past than recent
3-D entries in the series.
, The 2-D graphics provide for a vibrant,
cartoon backdrop for the colorful characters
3.
and monsters th~t Link encounters. The
Since
look was heavily influenced by the eel-shadthen, a few
ed visuals. in The Wind Waker.
spin-offs
like
The Minish cap allows players to become
Veronica
and
Resident
Evil
0
have
been
Code
smaller than a dime. When players shrink,
released. Critics and fans alike praised these
th~ir environment becomes drastically difbut Capcom did not deliver a true
games,
fe~ent and inore threatening. Being tiny,
·
sequel
to
the granddaddy of survival-horror.
however, allows players to interact with the
diminutive Minish race. It also allows them Not until earlier this month.
Resident Evil 4 finally bring~ new life to.
to explore inside places where they normalthe
series. .Entirely in-game cutscenes, aia
ly can't fit - they can even attack enemies
Metal
Gear Solid, seamlessly mesh the story
from within!
and.
action
. together. Mind-bogglingly
Developer Flagship used its previous
game The Four Swords as practice dabbling detailed graphics envelop players in ·a
.with the classic Zelda gameplay. Now world that's terrifyingly alive and after
they've produced a game that once again them. These now true 3-D environproves that 2-D games are alive and well on ments replace the archaic, pre-rendered backgrounds of the past
the Game Boy Advance.
games. An over-the-shoulder
view and context-sensitive comResident Evil 4

GameCube
Five years have passed since Resident Evil

PLEASE SEE

FRIGHT ON i9
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A pool
hall fit
for dukes
Duke's is 'your liying
room on steroids'
MARILYN MANNO
Staff Writer

' '

I really just wanted to create the kind
of place that I would want to hang out
at," Jeff Meyers said At the youthful
age of 26, Meyers is the owner of Orlando's
newest mutation of the pool b~ Duke's Bil-

.

BRANDON HARDIN /THEINDIE

Duke's Billiards customer Rich Williams shoots for the 3 ball at one of the 15 brand-new Brunswick tables. The pool hall also features a full bar, dart boards and a Simpsons pinball machine.

liards.
"Ifs nice because most of tlie places you
would normally go to play pool don't have
good food and are usually kind of beaten up
and run-down," said Steve Wilson, 39, crloyal
patron since Duke's grand opelling on Sept
·13 of last year.
With everything gleaming arid only a few
short months old, it is a long way from being
run-down. A traditional p0ol hall with a few
extras added in, Duke's is a·streamlined and
upscale version of the original idea. Its high
ceWngs and large rooms are lined with lavish pool tables and plushleather couches__;.
all ofwhich are surrounded by an army of40
television sets.

"It's -kind of like your living room on to fill up on game night," according to Meysteroids," Wilson remarked with a smile.
ers.
''WoW, fve never heardit put like that, but
. If a game isn't on that night, then the
I like it," said Meyers. 'Tm not really a big bar screen rolls up into the ceiling to reveal a
person, so coming up with this_place 'i n my perfect stage for live music. You might find
head I probably did, without even realizing . the comfortable leather and·table service to
it, create my living room."
be a nice contrast from the usual standing
True to the hype, the atmospher~ with rooms, plastic clips and self-service that is
the help of a team oflovely Duke's girls, does typical of any other local music venue.
a good job of catering to a wide variety of ~ Hungry? Any one of the girls will be by
needs.
your table any minute to see if you'd like
Feel like watching the game? Then you something to eat ·from a full menu. Or, if
can kick back on any of the eight leather you'd rather drink your dinner, then you can
sofas qr recliners set in front of a 120 inch visit any one of two full-liquor bars.
Of course you could always play pool It
HD1Y screen. The sofas ate "the first thing

is still a pool hall, right?
"I Can definitely say, without a doubt, that
we have the nicest pool tables in all of Orlando," boasts Meyers of the 15 brand-new
Brunswick tables.
Still, at its ~ee Road location, Meyers
adrilits that even though-Duke's isn't around
the comer from the colleges or set in the
middle of downtown, he hopes·that it will
become a popular destination for anyone in
search of a beer and a game of pool
"It would really warm my heart if this
place could become that place that everybody lmows about:' he said "I would love
for it to be" that kind 9f place for Orlando:'

Like random·violence? Then this game is ·for you
ter can drive the ~e vehicles
and shoot the same guns. The only
difference is one can take more
~ BY LUCUS ARTS
damage, one runs faster and one is
harder fot enemies to spot. Each
~ Genre: Action
mere can also speak an additional
• -Release date: Available now
language, which doesn't. affect
your gaming experience.
· The game is set in North Korea,
RICKY SURRILLO
where
the government has been
Staff Writer
overthrown by General Song. Takou're a lone agent wlio gets ing him down will ~ake you an
to hijack anything you extremely wealthy mercenary.
want, kill people and blow ' Song has a $100 million bounty on
up your surroundings. Sotµid . him, but to get to him, you have to
familiar? It should, irs been done get through his 51 "officers." All
before - and done well (Anyone together they are known as the
hear of Grand Theft Auto?).
Deck of52-Song beingthe ace of
While nowadays it's hard to · spades. There are four factions
find a truly original video game that will give you jobs and bounconcept, Mercenaries putS its own ties; Allied Nations, ·South Korea,
twist on the genre. There are three Russian Mefra and China. If you
different meres to pick from, decide to favor one faction over
though it doesn't really matter the other, it's not a problem. If you
which one is chosen. Each charac- ever get to the point where you

.: MERCENARIES

y

-.

..

~

.

become hostile with one of them,
you can just bribe them and you'll
be ok So-feel free to shoot anyone
and blow up anything, since really,
that's the point of the game. Sure,
you get money from bounties and

don't - supply drops ?ffid bomber
raids. After all, a building isn't
going to get destroyed with
grenades arid machine guns.
1bat's when you order a surgical
strike to take it out. As you
progress through the game you get
more options available to you,
from getting a vehicle whenever
you want to an extremely powerful "bunker bomb."
Probably, the best part of ¢.e
game is the sound, but what else
would you expect from a Lucas
Arts game? So, bottom-line, as
long as you don't care about mindless destruction and the go-here,
kill-this-guy type of game set in a
COURTESY LUCAS ARTS
war zone, then this is fpr you. It
random contract jobs, but if you gets a little old and redundant, but "
decide to blow up, say, a random if you ever get bored you cah
vehicle or building, go right ahead .. explore the countryside· and find
and get paid for it too.
hidden goodies and, as always,
Mercenaries uffers something blow the ever-loving crap out of
that other mission-based games everything.
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Raborn·asks the Astrological
Society questions about Uranus

The indie .now has full access to the Future's archives, so each week
we're bringing you an old editorial cartoon. Check out this one from
April 20, 1994. W~ hope it has increased yoµr social awareness of the
plight of snakes as much as it has ours. Which is to.say, not at all.
~.

.

Stars and moons aren't just for emo Internet riames anymore
left on Neptune (at this. poirit
please dim your lights), and then
about a quarter mile to the
Robinso~ Observatory.

ROBBIE RABORN
StaffWg.t~

ast wee~ I .was given one
of the most exciting
opportunities ever to have
graced mankind: I interviewed
the president of the UCF Astrcr
ilomical Society. The president,
Miss Erin Landgsdorf, was kind
enough to let me meet her in
some musty physics lab. I felt
quite intimidated as I ,was surrounded by nerds, dorks, geeks
and a trekkie. 'But not to fear, the
interview went swimmingly,
exce"f)t when some Germari
iiber-nerd lady interrupted me
by complementing my hair and
following that with a lecture
about how the observatory
could be a great p ce for us to
''make sex." Enjoy! '

L

RR: What are three statements you can make concerning·
· the awesomeness of UCF's
astronomy club in two statements or less?
EL: Well, you get to play
with green laser pointers. WeJet
you use th~ teleScope. And ...
wai~. Your question is impossible.

RR: Indeed. What kind of
students would be most interested in joining?
EL: Astrogeeks, mostly. Photography majors would be interested as well.·
RR: I am assuming that students ·should learn to speak
Klingon if they are even remotely interested in the astronomical
society.
EL: Oh, hell yes!
RR: jlyajbe'
EL:What?
RR: _Oh, thaes Klingon for "I
don't understand." I figured you
would have known since you are
the club's president.
,
EL: Well, .I B.S.'d the club
entry forms.·
RR: How often will meetings
be this semester?
..
EL: We meet at 4:30 p.m. on
the first and third Tuesday of
...._ _

RR: Is it correct' to a5sume
that the club is also interested in
space travel and exploration ·of
the cosmos? ·
.
EL: Some ·of us are into that.
Astronomy majors are the
explorer people.

COUliTEsv-PARAMOUNT

Captian James T. Kirk may not be the nobelist
captain, but he sure is the sexiest Rowrl "

every month at the UCF 0bservatory.
·

RR: Will there be Moon
Pies© and Sun Chips©_ for
snacks?
EL: -Yes. Not to mentiOn
green cheese. That was a moon
joke.
RR: It certainly was. What
should students expect to learn
from the club's Web .site
(http://phy.physics.uc£edu/astr
0/club/)?
·
·
EL: The ~ite features pretty
pictures of the galaxy taken by
club members. There is a calen- dar of events. And then there is
the basic club information.
1

I

RR: Somewhere out there,
the Heaven's Gate cult is party"ing on the Hale-Bopp comet.
When.will it return so that we
may join them?
EL: That comet is not annual.
In fact, we will be dead by the
time it comes around again.

RR: Who was a nobler
leader. Captain Kirk or Captain
Picard?
EL:
Definitely Captain
Picard. Hands down. Oh! And .
Data was great too! And his cat!
... Uh ... Spcit ...
RR: Please stop.
EL: Sorry.

RR: I recently · visited
http://WWW¥ourstar.com and
purchased a star from the Universal Star Counsel for $80.95.
How much longer until we have
the proper technology so I may
be able to visit my new property .
for maintenance and overall
upkeep?
EL: Again, you'll be dead by
that tp.ne. That kind of exploration is up to the support of the
government.
RR: A UCF engineering team
headed · by- Clayton Keene
recently redesigned the coordi- ·
nation .controls for the observatory's te~escope. How has this
impacted the ability for you and
your affiliates to study the infinite frontier?
EL: Tracking stars, planets,
, and other celestial bodies is
· much easier. We don't have to
put in as much effort to keep up
with the earth's rotation.

RR: Well this was truly excitRR: Please talk about the . ing. Any final thoughts our milpublic viewings at the universi- lions of readers can digest?
EL: Pictures can never comty's observatory.
EL: They happen on the first pare to seeing the. real goods. So
and third Wednesdays of each come check it out. Also, for the
month. The next one is February ladies, we currently have an 82 and it starts around 7 p.m. Dri- to-1 guy-to-girl ratio. And the
ving directions are Universitjr guys are pretty cute!
Boulevard to Gemini, hang to
the right, right on Libra Drive, ·
RR: You sicken me.

Fright kickS off'05
FROM i8

mands remedy the old disorienting camera angles and clumsy
controls.
And there are no zombies.
Deadly, quick assailants swarm
on players rather than the stupid,
sluggish zombies of old.
Players control Leon Kennedy
as he searches for the president's

kidnapped daughter in a small,
~solated European village. He
soon finds himself alone and
defending himself against a
horde of pissed . off villagers,
spewing death threats at him in Spanish.
· It may have arrived a little
behind the rest, but the GameCube's major player stands tall ill
the beginning of 2005.
..\

Grizzled trainer/agent Frank Dunn (Clint Eastwood) tries to resist the pleading of ~mateur Maggie Fitzgerald (Hilary Swank), but eventually gives in. The choice will impact his life professionally, emotionally and spiritually.

COURTESY WARNER BROTHERS

-Million Dollar Baby thinks outside the box(ing)
After the long wait, Clint
_Eastwood's profound,
redemptive mas~erpiece
lives up to its Oscar hype
JOHN THOMASON
if!die Editor

T

he allure of boxing, a paradoxical
glamour that gleans beauty and gJ.ory
from the ugly, bloody faces of its
competitors, has never been lost on the cin.ema. Boxing films have always captivated
audiences, with emotions ranging from pitiful sadness (Requiem for a Heavyweight) to
·triumph (Rocky) to conflicted anger· (Rag-

. ingBull).
.And, much like those films, you don't
have to know a thing about boxing to appreciate Clint Eastwood's ambiguous paean to
the sport, Million Dollar Baby. While providing a bit of all three of the above -films'
emotions, it adds another laye! of depth to

the genre: boxing as a.metaphor for faith, or
more specifically, rede~ption.
Redemption is a common theme for
Eastwood, best articulated previously in
Unforgiven and also playing a part in his last
.- effort, Mystic River. But where Mystic was
arguably over-plotted, Million Dollar Baby
is spare and simple - a straightforward
master/protege story-where the master
ends up being taught the great lessons. It's a
timeless theme, but with its profound reli- ·
gious undertones, lack of sentimentality
and subdued use of music, it feels revitalized like never before.
_ Washed-up boxing agent and trainer
Frank, played by Clint himself, is a quintessential Eastwood archetype. His trademark
phrase, hung up with pride in his office,
reads "tough ain't enough." It's the kind of
c9ncise', cogent pragmatism you might hear
froin The Man with No Name, the Outlaw
Josey Wales or Dirty Harry wQile they train
their ·p erennial sidekicks. But there's an_
archaic weariness to this statement in Million Dollar Baby that matches t!Je veteran
actor's own haggard ~ppearance. One won-

can

ders if the jaded hero
even believe his
own aphorisms anymore. .
In fact, there isn't much he does believe ·
in, yet he still goes to mass and sits like a
silent rogue, for reasons neither he nor his
minister can under-Stand He's severed ties
with his daughter for reasons unexplained,
but continues to write her letters for only
his benefit - they always bounce back to
his doorstep.
A conservative agent whose last client
left him for the quick title shot offered by
th~ competition, Frank is at the end of his
rope when he comes across the boundlessly ambitious but dirt-poor amateur boxer,
Maggie, played by Hilary Swank. After
wrestling with his own dated notions of
masculinity ("I don't train girls,") he agrees
to take her on and ·literally teach her the
ropes. A professional work relationship
develops into a genuine. friendship, and
Maggie soon rises to the top of the boxing
world ¥d then, tragedy.
But even: when the tragedy occurs and
the film appropriately shifts in pace, the
subject is never sentimentalized for saccha-

rine tear-jerking. It's merely presented in
matter-of-fact reporting-style courtesy of
Morgan Freeman's stoic narration.
With hands-down the best lighting in a
2004 film, cinematographer Tom Stem creates a shadowy noir-ish atmosphere, the
visual representation ofthe darkness buried
deep in Frank's soul. If Citizen Kane cinematographer Gregg Toland were to shoot a
film today, this might be what it would look
-like.
And for -purely aesthetic reaso~the
boxing scenes are a beauty to watch. This
kind of intense, visceral verisimilitude has
not been seen in a boxing picture since Raging Bull, or possibly in any sports picture of ·
the last 20 years. But in the end, Million Dollar Baby is not
just a movie for boxing fans, or even boxing
movie fans. It's a movie for ·anyone who's
ever felt lost, guilty or depraved, for anyone
questioning the divine power of religion
verses the real demands of everyday life, for
anyone's who's wondered what it all meant
If you look hard enough, Million Dollar
Baby may provide an answer..

****•
Mr. 3000 strikes

.out .as a comedy
Beware of false School Daze
advertising·on new 2-disc set
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
Staff Writer

Mr.3000

~ .- BOX OFFIC( '
U.S. movie revenues for Jan.21-23
All dollar figures in millions
RANK· FILM- WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS li JE •WEEKS IN RELEASE· SCREENS

COURTESY NEW LINE CINEMA

1.Are We There Yet?- $18.6
$18.6 ·One week• 2,709
2. Coach Carter- $10.S
$42.8 ·Two weeks • 2,552
3. Meet The Fockers- $9.7
$247 .2 • Five weeks • 3,446
4. In Good Company- $8.0
$27 .4 • Four weeks • 1,963
S. Racing Stripes- $6.8
$27.1 ·Twoweeks•3,185
6. Assault on Precinct 13- $6.S
$8.0 • One week • 2,297
7. White Noise- $5.0
$49.4 ·Three weeks· 2,247
8. The Aviator- $4.8
$58.0 • Six weeks • 2,261
9. The Phantom of the Opera- $4.6
$33.1 •Fiveweeks·1,511

Imelda Staunton is fabulous in Vera Drake, delivering an Oscar-worthy performance as a house cleaner who performs abortions.

Difficult Vera Drake poses
more questions than .answers

Shall We Dance?

Leigh's film firmly fits into trend of British social realism
indie Editor

T

SOURCE'Jili

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. ALAFAYA TRAIL,407-977-1107

Alone in the Dark (R)
1:204:107:3010:0012:3Ga

Andrew Lloyd Webber's The Phantom of
the Opera (PG-13)
12:50 3:506:4010:10

Are We There Yet? (PG)
12:00 1:002:50 3:30 7:20 9:40 12:00a

Assault on Prednd 13 (R)
12:504:401:io 10:1012:Soa

The Aviator (PG-13)
12:00 4:00 8:00 11 :30·

Coach Carter (PG-13)
12:30 1:203:40 6:507:2010:20

Elektra (PG-13)
3:201:009:2012:1oa

Fat Albert (PG)
12:40

Finding Neverland (PG)
•

Hide and Seek (R)
12:101:10 3:104:00 7:007:509:3010:4012:3oa

Hotel Rwanda (PG-13)
PLEASE SEE

,._
'l

side on the controversial abortion issue. Prolifers and pro-choicers could watch Vera
Drake, and both groups could find fuel for their
he number of British films we get here arguments. We see girls being raped, which
in America each year is relatively small justify their abortions, but the near-death is
Because of this shortage, we're used to certainly a red light. Like a good debate and
a polarized.British cinema: We either get the with fine subtlety, the film aclmowledges both
hip, glossy playfulness of Danny Boyle and sides of the issue, and does it without overtly
Shaun of the Dead, or the dark, moody social · saying anything.
commentaries of Mike Lei~ Ken Loach and
And if you go in leaving your abortion
sometimes Stephen Frears. Leigh's latest thoughts at the door, Vera Drake is simply a
effort,Vera Drake, certainly falls into the latter marvelous example ofhumanism; though Vera
category; a difficult and uncompromising two performs abortions, she cares about everyone,
hours that tackles a controversial issue without even the police officers (who show plenty of
ever succumbing to over-the-top preachiness. kindly humanism themselves), who she refers ·
In an austere, minimally set England of the tb as "dears" throughout the questioning. It
1950s, Vera Drake (an extraordinary Imelda may just be Vera's unrelenting compassion
Staunton) is a perfect lower-class housewife that drove her to commit the crimes (the film
(Leigh accentuates the class difference by hav- is ambiguous as to whether Vera herself was
ing Vera clean rich folks' homes for a living), raped as a girl). In fact, if the film ever falters,
caring for a sickly neighbor and her own moth- it's in its angelic depiction of a wholly innocent
er, while frequently treating her large extended and martyred Vera.
family to elaborate meals and get-togethers.
Staunton's performance is heartbreaking;
But unbelmownst to her family, she performs Leigh focuses a lot of screen time on the conillegal abortions-or as she puts it, "helps girls tours of Staunton's face as we watch her
out"- on the side, for no pay. When one o{her inevitable breakdown, and there isn't a single
routine operations goes awry and a girl nearly not~ that rings false. Even if her character can
dies from it, the police catch wind of Vera's be criticized for being too saintly, Staunton
covert operation, and the film's gripping sec- conveys every moment with painstaking
ond haJf, largely the questioning of Vera and authenticity, her performance even rising
the inevitable trial, more than make up for the above an already great script. Ifthat's not a sign
slow-paced first hour.
for the Best Actress Oscar, I don't lmow what
What's most remarkable and pleasmg is.
about Vera Drake is that Leigh refuses to take a
Opens tomorrow at Enzian.

JOHN THOMASON

10. Elektra- $4.0
$20.4 ·Two weeks· 3,203

7:5010:40

Bernie Mac as a retired baseball player
going back to the majors for a few more
hits because of some error in counting.
Sounds like a winner. Mr. 3000 didn't fair
as well as Bernie Mac's other film of 2004,
Ocean's Twelve, but then again ·M r. 3000
didn't qUite have the cast, writer, director,
cinematographer, musical composer,
grip, gaffer, lighting technician and animal wrangler that Oceari's Twelve- had; it's
just a different pedigree altogether. The
DVD includes deleted scenes with director commentary, sure-to-be-hilarious outtakes and extended scenes, including
SportsCenter and The Tonight Show featurettes. To top it off, Buena Vista has
included three more featurettes: Spring
Training: The Extras Journey, Everybody
Loves Stan and Making of Mr. 3000.

MOVIE TIMES ON i15
•"\

The answer to this rhetorical question
is a firm no, and Peter Chelsom has created one of the most excruciatingly bland ·
films of the last century of cinema.
Richard Gere single-handedly· drops his
career down a notch, ·and Jennifer Lopez
phones in her performance as a dance
instructor in this remake of a much better
film. The DVD tries to excuse the movie
from being so bad by including commentary by Chelsom that's sure to be selfgratifying. Deleted scenes include
optional director commentary. There is a
The Music of Shall We Dance? featurette
and a Beginner's Ballroom featurette that
puts the spotlight on real ballroom dancing, not the fake stuff Gere and Lopez pre, tend to do. Then, because they need more
featurettes to pad the badness of the
movie, Miramax has included a behind
· the scenes special on the film itself as
well as a Pussycat Dolls' "Sway" music
video.

School Daze: Special Edition ·
Here's another case of a faux tWo-disc
set in the vein of Easy Rider. Including the
soundtrack to your film is not adding
another disc. The new set does include a
new commentary with the cast and a few
other featurettes that don't make this new
double-dip worth the purchase price.
Shame on the studio. While the soundtrack can be a nice listen, to tout itself as
a new two-disc set implies a second DVD,
and that is not the case. Beware.

FILM REVIEW
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DiG! a saO. and
funny look at

indie-rock feud
.Vengeful docwnentary finds the real
massacre in ~e Brian Jonestown Massacre
Director Ondi Timoner on the set of DiG!

from hitting the major-label
paydirt they should have.
Meanwhile, old friends and ance and behavior. The BJM's
ebunking the myth that touring mates, The Dandy frontman Antone Newcombe
for indie-rock bands, it's Warhols, .took their equally insisting the blame to be whol"all about the music, clever band name and became ly on the inhumanity of record
man," DiG! shows us that rock- one of the most popular groups executives. While it's easy to
star excess and arrogance isn't overs~as while shooting pricey say Newcombe's crybaby selflimited to the famously volatile music · videos for Capitol centeredness· was a large conWilcos and Oases of the world. Records. The film follows the tribution to .the band's unravelSometimes, it even affects warm friendship-turned-laugh- ing, he also has a point in the
bands you've never heard of, ably-bitter-rivalry between the "what have you done for me
bands that have neither the two groups, intercutting crucial lately?" impatience of the
clout nor the justificatlon for scenes in their seven-year evo- - major..label heads. lutions.
their self-destructing actions.
The film is far from a fair
Like the other recent and balanced look at both
DiG! follows a seven-year
period in the lives of Portland's D.MAC ·rise-and-fall . story groups. Narrated by Dandy
The Dandy Warhols. (the band Overnight, DiG! is largely about , Warhols vocalist Courtney Tayyou have heard of) and Califor- how the self-destructive behav- lor~ .the film is heavily weighted
nia's the Brian Jonestown Mas- ior of one individual can ·dam- toward Newcombe's sponta, sacre (the "band you haven't ag~ the careers and prohibit the neous bursts of erratic behavunless
you're
firmly success of others in1 team ior, which get far more screen
entrenched in indie-rock cir- - efforts, like music and film. time than the modest and undes. Though Orlandoans may Also, like Overnight, we feel no cinematic success of The
remember the band playing a sympathy for the main charac- Dandy Warhols (what can you
rather static opening set for ter, just the hardworking band- do, sensationalism sells). Thus,
Guided by Voices at The Social mates thrust into his working DiG! partly feels like Taylor's
domain.
revenge note against his old pal
last January).
.
But both are also about the Newcombe, written through
There's a reason most people haven't been turned on to fickle nature of the industry the medium of film.
A funny, fascmating and sad
the excellent psychedelic cult and the unfeeling coldness of
band The · Brian Jonestown the money-hungry record com- film wit~ more complexities
Massacre: the 'erratic, cruel and panies. References are made to · than the simplistic formulas of
spotlight-hogging theatrics of the inconsequentiality of. Nap.- a Behind the Music, DiG! is a
its overly ambitious froritman, ster in the grand scheme _of great rock movie, whether . or
whose actions on and off stage things and even the meaning- not you're.a fan of either band.
Opens tomorrow at DMAC.
prohibited the rest of the band lessness of poor band perform-

JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor
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Five sequels
you'll never .see
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

H

ollywood loves its sequels in the same way ..
that my aunt likes her scotch. They're safe.
They're soothing. They're familiar. · •
But why make the safe remake time and-agairi?
Why make the sequel that is sure to bring in box
office dough? Make the movie that'll be remembered as an oddity in everyone's filmography. Perhaps the next renais~ce will come in the adventurous sequels. Here are five ideas I've had in what
. I'd like to call my adventurous sequ~ls wish list
Schindler's List 2. Picture it. All the survivors
band together in the aftei-math of the holocaust and
exact revenge on the· Nazis. Solid gold Just add ~
small supporting cameo role for Liam Neeson in a
. reprisal of~ Dscar-nominated role, coupled with
shooting it in color and cutting the running time to
90 minutes. Pitof ( Catwom~m) will Qirect.
Being Famous Actor in the Futt,Lre. This is a proprn;;ed comedy that takes place after the events of
Being John Malkovich. Eventually those occupants
will.find another vessel This will be the hot "it"
actor of the moment It could be a futuristic thriller
or a character-driven drama or even a screwball
comedy in the vein of Bringing Up Baby. Maybe i~
could be called Bringing up Being Famous Actor in
the Future. This idea 4as flexibility, and that gives it
moxy head and shoulders above all other sequels.
Casablanca 2. Not a remake of Casablanca but a
sequel! Rick gets out of Casablanca and finds Ilsa;
they get together and ~tart a family only to realize
that being·together was only ,t he beginning! Cast
two modem actors like Ben Afileck and Jennifer
_Lopez in the roles and, you got one hot biscuit so
scorching to handle, oven mitts are provided with
Calfuig
them
"kids"
is
actually
doing
them
a
great
dis·
every
copy of the script!
Ice Cube loses all credibility in the awful, service. They are actually spawns of Satan. These aren't likFamily Matters 2: The Movie. Remember Urkel?
Remember Urkel's big screen debut? I don't either,
able kids by any mean!?. These are the kind of kidS that if
rmfunny'family film Are We There Y~t?
they were burned alive in a fire, you'd probably laugh
but that's the genius of this idea. We're actually skipping overthe first movie! There's guaranteed sequel
b~cause they deserved it. For example, fu the beginning of
MICHAEL FERRARO
Staff Writer
potential in this; everyone will want to know what
-:-- the min, t}iey practically -kill one of ~eir mother's potential
suitors with a prank involving hundredS of marbles. What is
hijinks ensued before all that happens in Family
rian Levant, the directorial mastermind that discov- their justification for this? They don't want their mom to be
Matters 2. The plot will revolve around the revelaered one ofthe future Anakin Skywalkers in the 1996 - held up when, and if, their dad comes home to rejoin the
tion that Urkel haS been on a top-secret mission in
.
.
Christmas film Jingle All the Way, brings us a new family.
the Wmslow's home for the last 15 years. He's been
road trip film starring Ice Cube. This is no ordinary Ice
. Putting some quibbles about the recycled formula and
sent to find that long-lost daughter that disappeared .
Cube film, however. Gone are the days when Cube smoked . shabby direction aside, other problems lie within the·charfrom the show that one season. This revelation
weed, drank 40-ouncers and popped fools who kept step- acters themselves. Not or:µy are they the type of children
causes his relationship with Laura to erode and his
, . pin'. Nowadays, he is doing things the clean and PG way. . you would not want your kid looking" up to, the film also
personai libido to drop. McG will star as Urkel's
Sure y, one could have predicted this move while rocking promotes bad parenting. In the few scenes that actually
partner in 'the CIA as well as taking the reigns as
out to some old-school NWA records. Maybe he mature<;! a show Suzanne alone with the kids, she does nothing to scold
director.
·little bit since Friday and decided to make a 'PG film to them for their terrible actions. She actually resorts to no dis_Blues Brothers 2005. In this updating of the 2000
appease the kids out there. But sadly, he picked the wrong ciplinary tactics whatsoever. In fact, she lets her kids walk
cl3$sic, John Goodman is on life support in a strugfilm to start with.
all over her.
·
gle for his own life because of how fat he is. He
·To elongate the plotline as much as humanly possible for .
If you are looking for a film involving bratty and spoiled
rediscovers his love for the Atkins diet and spirited
the purpose of this review, the film tells a story of Nick children, the parenting skills of a corps~ and a plot youve
dancing in black suits and finds his way back to a
(Cube), bachelor who discovers the ultimate way to woo seen more often than not, Are We There Yet?-is perfect. It
healthy 400 pounds~ Jesse Dylan will direct the
over his new lady friend, Suzanne (Nia Long). She has two would also be a great film to see if you were pondering -a
screenplay by the Coen brothers (i assume after
kids, Lindsey and Kevin (Aleisha Allen and Philip Daniel vasectomy.
Intolerable Cruelty that they'll write anything).
Bolden), who need a ride to Canada, for which Nick happiBefore Nick is introduced in the film, there is a scene
There you have it Five new films. Check back in
ly volunteers his time. Of cotirse, as the title suggests, some where Lindsey tells her brother, "I feel sorry for the next
a year. I'm almost certain one of these"ideas will be
mishaps happen along the· way that this bachelor, and his sucka that tries to date mom." She should really feel sorry
in production. For every Casablanca, a Casablanca
new SUV with spinner rims, just wasn't prepared for.
for the next sucka that pays to see this movie.
2 isn't very far behind
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Thriller.Leon gets a professional 4th DVD treatment
MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

C

rime films of the early 1990s were
some of the most over-hyped
films of the current generation.
While some, like Pulp Fiction and The
Usual Suspects, are modern classics,
many like Reservoir Dogs are just aboveaverage thrillers, propelled to a lofty status by boozed 20-year-olds. Leon (aka
The Professional in the United States) is
one of the latter.
The film is a spin-off of sorts to director Luc Besson's earlier flash-and-dash
Euro-assassin film La Femme Nikita, and
· it is filled with the same sort of highenergy exploits as most of his action

FROM

ftlms.
.
Leon is a fantasy crime ftlm - Leon is
improbably skilled, every thug is armed
to the teeth and the real life DEA has
rules against hiring scene-chewing, pillpopping maniacs.
But Besson handles over-the-top scenarios with a wry, entertaining charm,
and the ftlm oozes fun and personality.
Oh, and do you like Gary Oldman .
when he overacts? Buy this DVD, and
then go buy The Fifth Element.
·
Additionally, the version on this disc
is the extended European cut, which
includes some controversial scenes in
which Mathilda asks Leon to have sex_
and scenes showing the two lying in bed
together (albeit not in a sexual manner).

Assault on Precinct 13 (R)
12:25 2:40 5:00 7:35 9'30 10:0511 :5512:35a

1:104:207:4010-JO

The Aviator (PG-13)
12:004:358:QS 11:30

4:2010-30

Coach Carter(PG-13)

In Good ComPany (PG-13)

i:25 3:15 4:15 7:159:1010-3012:10a

12:20 3:007:1010:0012:40a

Bektra {PG-13)

Lemony Snicket's ASeries of Unfortunate
Event:S(PG)

7:05 9:1511:40

Fat Albert (PG} .

1:003:40 6:30

12:35 2:404:50

Meet the Fockers (PG-13)

Hide and Seek (R}

12:20 3:50 6:50 9:40 12:20a

1:05 2:05 3:204:205:406:408:009:0010-.25
11:2512:45a

Ocean's Twelve (PG-13)
9:20

Hotel Rwanda (PG-13)

Racing Stripes (PG) ·
12:102:506:409:5012:20a

Sideways (R)
12:30 3:40 7:009:5012:40a

White Noise (PG-13)
12:404:107:4010:1012:50a

REGAL WINTER PARK ·
510 N.ORLANOO AVE.,407~28--0163

Alone in the Dark (R)
1:00 3:507:109:4012:30a

-

Andrew Lloyd Webber's The Phantom of
the Opera (PG-13)
12:20 3:307:0010:10

Are We There Yet?.{PG)
12:45 3:10 5:408:io10:40

Assault on Precinct 13 {R)
12:50 3:45 7:05 9:50 12:35a

The Aviator (PG-13)
12:25 4:00 7:4511 :20

Coach Carter (PG-13)
1:05 4:257:4010:50

Elektra {PG-13)
12:05 2:35 5:057:3510:0012:35a

Hide and Seek (R)
12:0012:55 2:40 3:35 5:15 6:55 7:50 9:4510:25
12:30a

HotelRwanda{PG-13)
1:304:20 7:2510:15

House of Flying Daggers {PG-13)

.,

man. They're nicely done and informative, but far too short, clocking in at less
than one hour of material. There's also an
informative "fact track" that plays with
the ftlm, but a commentary of some sort
would have been preferred. Oh, and the
ftlm itself is the Superbit version, so .tpe
picture and sound are first-class.
Leon is a fun crime picture that has
unfortunately been diluted by heaps of
hyperactive praise in the 10 years since
its release. However, it remains a lively
affair that would make a good addition to
anyone's action movie collection. Fans of
the film might as well jump in for this
double-dip. After all, waiting for the 15th
anniversary edition would take way too
much patience.

10:4012:00a

i13

House of Flying Daggers (PG-13)

.

The scenes aren't particularly offensive
to someone who understands the context
of the ftlm. Mathilda comes from a dysfunctional home where she is openly
exposed to sex, and therefore assumes
she understands it (the scene is also
defused by Leon's frank refusal). The
scenes don't add a whole lot to the final
film, but it's always preferable to have the
uncut version.
This latest release marks the fourth
time Leon has seen DVD in one form or
another. And while the extras aren't anything special, the lat~st release is the
definitive version to own.
The special features include three featurettes - a 10-year retrospective, a spotlight on Reno and a spotlight on Port-

1:204:106:559:4012:25a
1:154:05 6:509:3512:20a

In Good Company{PG-13)
12:15 2:50 5:308:0510:45

Kinsey{R)
12:35 3:25 6:45 9-.2512:10a

Meet the Fockers (PG-13)
11:SOa2:30 5:108.-()()10:45

Million Dollar Baby (PG-13)
12:301:40 3:55 5:00 7:158:1510-3011:30

National Treasure (PG}
12:40 3:40 6:40 9-30
Ocean~ Twelve (PG-13)

10:35

In Good Company (PG-13)
12:30 2:50 5:20 7:40 10:10 12:40a

Lemony Snicket's ASeries of Unfortunate
Events. (PG)
1:SS4:25 7:00

Meetthe Fockers (PG-13)
1:15 3:456:108:409:5011:1512:20a

- Million Dollar Baby (PG-13)
12:401:35 3:304:30.6:207:209".2010-.2012:15a

Ocean's Twelve (PG-13)
12:406:25

Racing Stripes (PG}
12:25 2:45 5:10 7:25

Sideways {R}

Racing Stripes (PG)

1:10 3:55 6:45 9:3512:20a

12:10 2:45 5:20 7:55

White Noise (PG-13)

Sideways {R}

12:55 3:05 5:257:4510:0012:10a

1:104:157:2010-10

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE

White Noise (PG-13)
11:55a 2:204:50 7:3~9-5512:25a

LOEWS UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX
6000 UNIVERSAL BLVD.,

1300 S. ORLANDO AVE.,40H29-1088
Vera Drake {R}
3:306:309:30

D.MAC

Alone in the Dark {R)
12:50 3:10 5:307:5010:1512:30a

Andrew Uoyd Webber's The Phantom of
the Opera (PG-13)
12:30 3:25 6:309-.2512:15a

Are We There Yet? (PG}
12:45 1:45 3:00 4:00 5:15 6:15 7:30 8:30 9:45

39 S.MAGNOLIA AVE.,407-992-1200

DiG!(NR)
Friday: 3:30 5:3Q 7:1510:00
Saturday: 3:30 5:30 7:30 9:30 11 :00
Sunday: 3:00 7:1510:00
All fisted times are for the weekend and subject to change.
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Bush, Pimp
It's a surreal reality (television) my country
·The voyeuristic allure of reality 'IV claims another victim
i:-ttE GEEK LIFE ·

ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer ·

A

s ashamed as I am to
admit it, I have found
myself finally giving in
to the reality-TV craze. Oh , I
think I did a good job for a
re:ither long time of avoiding
the dreaded curse. The truth
is, I find most of that stuff
incredibly boring and stupid.
And yet, it even managed to

capture my oh-so-elitist interest.
It all started with The
Osboumes, a show I still faithfully ·follow. At first, I didn't
think too much of my fascination with the show. Ozzy is like
an an old friend of mfue. I've
seen him in concert many
times. His ~illy whiny rockstar
voice is indelibly imprinted in
my brain folds.
The show was and still is

lovely, brash and full of delicious curse words and British
accents and spoiled bratty
scenester kids I would probably hang out with even if they
weren't famous. I have no
problem enjoying that show.
Then it happened. The Surreal Life showed up, and I
couldn't pull away from the
wretched train accident/explosion that is Vanilla Ice. These
genius producers decided that

the next leap in eavesdropping
would, should involve locking
B-list celebrities in a mansion
and watching the sparks fly.
Well, whenever the Ice-man
showeth his pasty, angry white
boy face they will. Somehow,
this show made its way to VHl,
which is longing to make itself
the new celebreality capital of
the cable nation. The network
PLEASE SEE

STRANGE ON i19

Sidekicks keep flicks _kickil)'
The indie Robot
.ranks the all-time
best tagalongs
DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer

S

idekicks. We all have
them, or else we are
them. In movies and.
TV shows, they can be off-kilter and exuberant at times
when the main characters cannot. They tend to not be regarded favorably by those who must
endure them, usually looked
down upon as "tagalongs," and
ending up the butt of society-s
jokes. Which is a shame, as
sidekicks ·are, quite frankly,
what make the world go 'round
Here, then, just a few of my
favorites. I salute you guys.
1viilhouse, on The Simpsons:
From claiming that his mom
says he's the coolest kid in
schooL to randomly collecting
ALF pogs, Milhouse has all the
hallmarks of a classic sidekick.
Bart's best friend rarely got a
chance to shine on his own, and
his long, unrequited crush on
Lisa made him extremely
pitiable, but gosh, he sure did
try not to suck.
Sean Astin as Samwise
Gamgee, in The Lord of the
J.

COURTESY LUCASFILM

Han Solo: Smuggler, rogue, sidekick to an incestuous nutjob who believed in this thing called 'the Force,' (some New Age movement).

Rings: He fights giant spiders.
He carries his master up steep,
dangerous mountains. He
makes heartfelt speeches at the
drop of the hat. And, to top it all
off, his chemistry with Frodo
makes audiences the world
over blush. Is there anything
that little hobbit can't do? Not
likely.

That Cipzy Irish Bastard, in
Braveheart Always talking
about "my island" and claiming
to have a direct line to God, the
Crazy Irish Bastard really adds
a healthy dollop of humor to
Crazy Mel Gibson's tale.
Harrison Ford as Han Solo,

in Star Wars: In the first one, he
was the character that everyone in the audience could identify with: the guy who hears
about the Force and says,
"What is this _.crap?" He has
absolutely no idea what's going
on, and doesn't believe in anyPLEASE SEE
"t;

HAIL ON il 9

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

W

ell, it's official. Turd sandwich
was inaugurated last Thursday
to serve his second term as president. I know, I know, it blows more than
Superbabies, but what are you gonna do?
Poor people will continue to be poor and
Blue Collar TV will remain on the air. Con. gratulations, Bush. But don't worry, it
doesn't have to be so bad. Not if Bush
elects to listen to my proposition gracefully.
Mr. Bush, I offer you the chance to
advance your agenda of manifest destiny
and at the very same time entertain the
masses. The Department of the Interior
meets interior design, advance by loads of
crunk to give the nation its newest reality
sensation, Pimp My Country. It ·snatches
the interest of all demographics, especially
the ones you've ignored. The NAACP will
instantly forget how you've ignored them
when they see this show.
Here's the concept: We send about
100,000 troops into any country (voluntar. ily, involuntarily, it doesn't matter) ·w ith·
bullets and buckets. Of paint, that is! And
we decorate the ever-lovin' hell ·out of
them. We cross over the lines of bureau. cratic red tape that keep us from interfering with countries and replace them with
designs of red drapes! Each week it's a different country with guest rappers serving
as ambassadors -of dopeness and Colin
Powell hanging along for the ride.
Let's take, for example, the Vatican.
That place is beyond old-school. It makes
John Tesh seem hip by comparison. What
the Vatican needs is a good p1mping. In
just a few months with some hard work we
can transform the Vatican into (drum roll
please) ... the Phatican! With its bulletproof exterior, the Pope-Mobile is already
the envy of many rappers. Put some tight
rims and some holy hydraulics and you'll
be cruising out wild like every night's your
· Last Rites. And how about replacing the
pope's hat with a sombrero? No one's
going to question the authority of a man in
a sombrero. Plus, we can replace that
archaic smoke-blowing chimney with
some loud speakers. Pump a joint way up
on the speakers, and that way everybody's
going to know who the new pope is,
whether they want to or not. ·
Once Pimp My Country becomes the
highest rated show on C-Span in the history of ever, we unleash its companion show,
Queer Girls For the Third World, as hosted
by Mary Cheney. We've tried everything
with places like the Sudan and Palestine,
PLEASE SEE
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Lesbians
will save
us all

These people do it on the Internet
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer

B

ecause of the Internet's
"anonymous" nature, its
denizens feel more comfortable· telling millions . of
strangers their most secret,
innermost thoughts under the
mask of a screen name. For the
bored, looking through them
can be a delicious, guilty pleasure.
Online self-help columns are
home to everything that Ann
Landers would never dream of
printing. Want to find out if
cranberry juice is a good lubricant? Need to ask for advice
about your tendency to cut
yourself? Don't ask your friends,
parents or therapist - ask the
Internet!

Group Hug http://grouphug.us/
This site is a doozy. Every
time you go, there's more insanity to check out. It's your one-

stop shop to remind yourself
that no matter how weird you
are, oth~r folks are much, much
worse. At the time of writing,
someone has recently confessed
to being the creepy guy who
hangs out at the pool
·
Elsewhere, a girl tells us that
she found naked pictures of her
sister on the family computer
and masturbates to them.
Another girl is deathly afraid
that she might accidentally fart
during sex.
Some other guy has confessed that he wants to break his
toe to obtain sympathy and time
. off from work. Another choice
tidbit is someone who has
admitted to "liking Mexicans,"
but only sometimes.
Yet another guy says he's
never used a toilet in his life
because he prefers a sink. It's a
cornucopia of things that
decrease your faith in humanity,
one reload at a time. What could
be better?

SexTips Community
http://www.livejoumal.com/community/sextips/
Oh, Livejournal-chan! What
\\'."On't you do? This is a sex coliunn for the new millennium.
Sure, tlrere's the usual ''How big
is the average penis?'' and "Wey
does my crotch smell funny?"
but that's where the normality
ends. Remembe~ this is not just
the Internet, it's Livejoumal.
About one entry per day will
ask about a fetish you probably
never knew existed. Others will
make you sad that its posters are
reproducing. None of it could
possibly be printed on this page.
From reacting today's batch, rve
learned that some poor dude is
wondering what it would feel
like to put Listerine strips on his
penis. In the ''I hope I never have
a daughter'' department, there's
a girl here asking for advice
about how to stay with a man
she hooked up with at a movie
theater. The catch? Sh,e's 14.

Awesome.

DR. KAMARAJ'S ANSWERS

http://www.hindimatrimony.com/c
onsulting/

FROM

This site hasn't been updated
since May of 2001, but that's
okay, because it's still a trove of
comedy that's been passed
around through IRC since well
before then. Its readers know
even less about sex than the ones
on Livejournal but somehow are
having it anyway.
There's a man here convinced that his penis has shrunk
five inches over the last two
years. Another wants to know if
masturbating will make one of
his testicles fall out of his body.
Some unlucky woman out there
has written in because she wants
to know what an orgasm is. To
top it all, the entire site is tembly
translated, giving such gems as
"do sex" and "What medicine
for good erection and longtime
enjoy?'' It's Engrish-licious!

and none of it ever coalesces with the
feuding factions in these coun · s. So
let's use lesbians! They're like a shot of
whiskey. They instantly make anything
better! We'll have a mix of both hot and
butch lesbians. The hot ones will going
in first and speaking with the dictators.
They'll give them style tips, take them
out for manicures and pedicures and
watch Sandra Bullock movies. The
butcbies will just be there as peacekeepers to make sure all goes well
Soon every country will be pimped
up by rappers and softened up by lesbians.
Let's face it: The president ~ould
care less about mending Malaysia.
Tsunamis are soooo last year. As a former eheerleader, his heart lies in beautifying, not rectifying. This is the way of
the future. And hey, if all else fails we
can always fall back on Who Wants To
~omb My Country?

Strange Love VH1's c~eepiest thing
FROM
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seems intent on shoving the ditzy
Simpson girls in our faces as well
as dragging every person who
was ever the least bit famous all
over the screen. The crazier and
creepier, the better, of course.
The creepiest thing VIIl has
on right now, and the show I of
course can't get enough of, is
Strange Love, the bizarre and
twisted journey of the heart of
tiny defunct rapper F_lavor Flav
and European giantess Brigette
Nielsen, the barely famous exwife of Sylvester Stallone who is
currently engaged to some hot
Italian nobody. These two starcrossed freaks of nature met
while filming The Surreal Life last
season and it seems they really bit
it off for those 14 days they were
forced to live together. Now Flav
is basically stalking h~r in an
effort to win her over. I'm sure
_ things will end well.
My favorite dabbling in reality
these days isn't even real Comedy Central's · hilarious Drawn
Together is just brilliant. It combines .so many of the things I love
into one extreme sizzling pot of
madness. It has video-gcµne-

•

•

COURTESY VHl

Flavor Flav loves Brigette Nielsen. Nielsen
would love Flavor Flav - as a snack.

character parodies, comic-bookhero lookalikes, Internet-cartoon
wannabies and a sick ·little perverted Spongebob spawn, to
name just a few.
Just imagine if the networks
started making more fake reality
shows. Imagine the adventures
of Data .and Commander Benjamin Sisko, travelling the cosmos
Road Rules style, being forced to
perform extreme sports for
points they can use to beat their
rivals, the cast of Voyager.

•

-

.
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Hail Inigo Montoya!

Because those two have more
coolness points in their little fingers than Captain Janeway has in
her whole body, my money is on
them. They would snowboard off
comets and fly through asteroid
fields while shaky cameramen
follow them dressed in black.
Maybe, one day in the future,
once those gods of Star Trek realize that they had the best times of
their lives working for the Federation, they wil). come together
and entertain us all. They'll be
forced to live through fake Ferengi attacks and eat only replicator
foods high in nutrients but low in
taste. How long do you think it
would take William Shatner to
stop being polite? Before long
he'll be singing/speaking karaoke
so badly that Micheal Dorn, TV's
Wort: will be forced to kill him in
a bloody Klingon duel. I would
pay real good money to see that,
especially if it takes place in some ·
sort of MurderDome where only
one celebrity walks out alive.
How many years do you really
think it's gonna take before we are
paying celebrities to kill them
selves? It can't be that long. I
would definitely pay to watch
that happen.

FROM
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hiS own self-preservation until his slightly inexplicable
(but satisfying) change of heart at
the very end And, though irritable, he had a clearly defined
sense of humor.

he manages to keep hiinself in
good spirits throughout

thing but

•

Ringo Starr as That ,Other,
Weird-Looking Guy, in The Beatles: He always knew his place,
never clamored for attention, and
yet made crucial contributions at
key moments (say, the title of·~
Hard Day's Night''). He got perhaps the best expression of
appreciation ever sent by a leading man to sidekick, when John
Lennon wrote ''In My Life" about

Earl the Cyclops, in Krull: OK,
I don't know that his name is
actually Earl That's just the name
we always call him when watching it Why is he on the list? He's
a cyclops. Duh.

him.

Jeff Cohen as Chunk, in The
Goonies: Poor Chtink. He's constantly lying, he's a little pudgy,
and all his so-called friends pick
on him. Ifthis was a movie directed by L3rry Clark, he'd probably
get bis revenge by shooting
Mikey, Brand, Mouth and Data in
the face and by giving Stef and
Andy AIDS. But, alas, this is not a
movie directed by Larry Clark,
it's directed by Richard Donne~
and so Chunk ends up teamed
with a defi?rmed giant name
Sloth trying to catch up to his
adventure-seeking buddies who
secretly can't stand him. At least

Mandy Patinkin as Inigo
Montoya, in The Princess Bride:
My favorite sidekick ever. om
his skills with the sword to his
revenge quest, he captured my
heart the very first time I saw
him. Not only are "Hello. My
name is Inigo Montoya. You
killed my father. Prepare to die,"
probably 13 of the most famous
and oft-repeated words in cinema history, Inigo dispatches the
evil Count Rugen with the awesome ''I want my father back, you
son of a bitch. [stab]" It doesn't
get any better than that in sidekick-land, folks. Hail, Inigo!
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ORANGE COUNTY CONVENTION CENTER

Brian Pulido Lady Death
Peter S. Beagle The Last Unicorn

oR

Mark Waid
Marv Wolfman
Ethan Van Seiver
George Perez
Wilson Torto._,~a
Phil Jimenez
Tone Rodriguez
Ron Marz
Tommy Castillo
Mike Perkins
George Tuska
Steve McNiven ·

MEDIA GUESTS
RICHARD HERD - THE MINISERIES 1'V"
RICHARD HATCH - "BATTLESTAR GALLACTIA"
LOU FERRIGNO - 11THE INCREDIBLE HULK'1

~

l1Jllll'llq,
UNLIMITE~ ~

Greg Horn
Chuck Dixon
Roy Thomas .
Dan Brereton
Aaron Lopresti
Mike Deodato
Gene Colan
Billy Tucci
Allen Bellman
Andy Runton
Monte Moore
· Alex Saviuk

JOHN KASSIR - VOICE OF "THE CRYPT KEEPER"

SA.,DY FOX - VOICE ACTOR IN IIAKIRA'1
•. , ~ ; • • • .
•
: \ l ; ; .I
LEX LANG votCE•cro• ,. "JumcE LEAGUE
SAM JONES &MELODY ANDERSON - THE ORIGINAL 11FLASH GORDON"
For more information visit us at: www.megaconvention.com
GIL GERARD, ERIN GRAt THOM CHRISTOPHER
email: info@megaconvention.com phone: 727-796-5725
and FELIX SILLA - "BUCK ROGERS"••• and more to·be announced!
*GUEST LIST SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PURCHASE OF AN ADMISSION DOES NOT GUARANTEE ANAUTOGRAPH FROM ANY ATTENDING GUEST.

THE 901/THEA9T'9 PREMIER COMIC, AN/ME, CAM/NS, Miil Tl-MEDIA EVENT OF THE YEAR!
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WATERFORD THEATRES

We're the new wrap maste~s in town ...with four
great new gourmet creations rolled up in flavorful
tortillas. Here's our new wrap hit p(!rade!
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436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WI TERPARK
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ph (407) 673-4100
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MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

SEMORAN BLVD.

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO

. Bring in the. coupon and SAVE $2 on your' favorite garden fresh flavor.
Try one, try them all. With savings like this, you can afford to! ·
• J.
I

~----------------------· ---------------
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all

To see our menu selections, I .
click on www.crispers.com. :

"''

c\

OD GOOD.
You can just eat, or you can eat well.
We recommend the second alternative.
Visit Crispers today and get the quick, delicious
alternative to fast food; Fuel your system with
garden-fresh gourmet salads, hearty stacked
sandwiches, and a selection of 12 soups, chowders,
and gumbos, prepared fresh' every day.
For the sweet freaks among us, there are creamy
cheesecakes, mile-high layer cakes, and cold, creamy
treats ·made with Publix Premium ice cream.
Why pay six bucks for a bad burger and fries when
you can go gourmet? Visit Crispers today.
No bad burgers, no pitiful pizza. just great gourmet
food, made fresh. .
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ph (407) 482-4727
MON-THU I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI.SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM ·
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